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SUMMARY 

The aim of the project was to create a simulator of a falling film milk evaporator based 

around the normal Fix32 SCADA control system of the evaporator, in order to train 

operators. This aim was broken into two objectives: the development of a generic 

software system to create a simulator (SRTLink); and secondly the use of that software to 

create the evaporator simulator (SimEvap) for operator training. 

The first objective was achieved by initially laying out a speci fi cation for the software. A 

design of the software was then made, based around the specifications. This design was 

implemented and then tested to ensure that the initial specifications were met. The final 

software program is a package of two complimentary elements; the first a set of 

communication drivers for reading and writing values from a Simulink model of a 

process into a Fix32 control system, and the second a real-time manager for the model 

and its embedded communication drivers. 

The development of SimEvap followed, again based around a process of laying a 

specification, production of a design of the simulator (based around the structure of 

SRTLink) and finally implementation and testing. The resultant piece of software was an 

executable file embodying the evaporator model (with the communication drivers 

embedded, as per the SRTLink structure) controlled by the real-time manager. When 

the generated application is run in conjunction with the Fix32 control system, a real

time falling film evaporator simulator for operator training, named SimEvap, is born. 

The primary aim of the project, the construction of an evaporator simulator for operator 

training, was met via the achievement of the two objectives - the construction of a 

generic software system followed by the use of that system to create SimEvap. The 

constructed simulator is very similar, both visually and operationally to the real plant 

and is being used to train both new and experienced operators. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Chinese say, "Experience is the only teacher" , while an old Western proverb is 

"Practice makes perfect". In either form, the notion is identical - the more often a task 

is performed, or a problem confronted, the better it is handled. 

In the arena of process control involving human operators, the effects of a mistake can 

be extremely costly to the company. One way to reduce the frequency and severity of 

mistakes by an operator is to provide training, ideally on a simulation of the process 

rather than the process itself. This allows the operator to make mistakes and hopefully 

learn from them, without the company having to lose revenue, lower efficiency, or 

produce waste product. 

An operator normally controls a process by changing the settings in a piece of software, 

which in turn affects the operation of the plant. However, that control software is 

operating on a machine which is also perfect for modelling and calculating the 

responses of the process in question. Software to control a process is readily available 

in a multitude of incarnations and so are packages designed to create models of a 

process. Used in conjunction, a model-based simulator can be created in order to train 

operators. 

One obstacle to creating such a simulator is the ability (or software) to convey results 

and changes from the modelling software to the control software; the first objective of 

this project was to remedy that lack. A small piece of software was written with the 

overall aim to allow the construction of a real-time simulator of a process plant based 

on a simulation model and using the existing control system of the plant. The purpose 

of this simulator is to train operators without the expense of errors being made on the 

real plant. This led to two main tasks for the software. 

The primary task of the software is to provide a communication interface between a 

model of a process (developed in Simulink) and a $CADA system concerned with the 

controlling the real world process (Fix32). The software must be structured in such a 
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fashion that it can be "plugged in" to a model of any process, and can be configured to 

work with an existing control system based around Fix32. 

The secondary task of the software is to run the process model in real-time. This allows 

for the construction of a real-time simulator based on the current control system and the 

process model. However, this places a restriction upon the software produced - both 

calculation of the simulation and communication of data must be fast enough to be 

handled in real-time. 

With these objectives for the software in mind, a specification was developed and 

design, implementation and testing of the software carried out. Once created, the 

software was used to construct a real-time simulator called SimEvap for use by Kiwi 

Dairies for the purposes of operator training. The simulator models a falling film 

evaporator used in the production of milk powder, running it in real-time and presenting 

the results to an operator through the standard SCADA control screens developed for the 

real evaporator. With the help of an experienced operator, a neophyte can be taught 

how to control an evaporator. 

The following thesis is broken into two main parts. The first concerns the design and 

development of the software as a generic platform for the creation of model based real

time simulators. The second part covers the construction of a simulator for Kiwi Dairies 

using the developed software. Following this are conclusions and recommendations 

and limitations and future developments. Both of these are discussed with respect to 

both the generic software and to the developed simulator. 
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1 Background 

In which we take a quick tour of SCADA packages in general and Fix32 in particular, 

cover the synthesis of Simulink, the Real-time Workshop (RTW) and Visual C, and give 

an overview of the testing methodology used to develop the software. 

1.1 Introduction to SCADA 

SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) refers to a class of control systems 

that monitor and control a process with closed loop feedback from sensors and 

actuators in the process itself (Figure 1 ). Fix32 is an example of a multitasking SCADA 

system, with separate tasks for sensing, controlling and recording a process. 

SCADA Setpoints, Control Plant 
PID values actions 

- -! ... PLC ... 
... ... .... .... 

Responses from plant 
sensors 

Figure 1 Standard SCADA control system setup 

SCADA systems are in general computer based, rather than PLC (Programmable Logic 

Controller) based, although PLC's are often used as an interface between the SCADA 

control system and the plant. SCADA systems are designed to be monitored by 

operators who are responsible for setting the operating conditions and for overseeing the 

process as a whole to produce the desired output. The SCADA package, with the 

operator-chosen setpoints, is responsible for the control of the system in segments and 

hence the control of the system as a whole. This autonomous control is normally 

achieved with PI or PIO control loops. These control loops can be implemented in the 

SCADA system itself, but more commonly PLC's are connected to the SCADA system 

and are responsible for the mechanics of the control using the setpoints and PIO values 

set in the SCADA system. 
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1.2 Simulators and Simulation 

In one form or another, simulations either have been or are being carried out on almost 

every process used in an industrial setting. This can range from the simple "we turn this 

up, that goes down" flowcharts and personal understanding of a process, to a 

quantitative mathematical model covering al I aspects of the process under consideration 

to a set degree of precision. 

Development of a simulation for the purposes of operator training seems to be scarce, at 

least outside of confidential business projects and military flight simulators. A literature 

review only uncovered one such project published in detail 1
·2,3, although the project 

was only applicable by analogy to this thesis. Others were found, but were either 

unobtainable4 or inapplicable to this thesis5
•
6

•
7
•
8

• It was however expected that literature 

with any direct application would be scarce due to the tightly focused aims and 

methodology of the project. Work in this area may have been published in trade 

journals as well; however they were not part of the literature review (trade journals do 

not discuss a project on a technical level). 

It has only become possible to both simulate and control a process on a single processor 

in recent years, due to the heavy demands made by both applications. The ability to 

create links between pieces of software running on a single processor is also relatively 

new. Because of these recent advances, the idea of creating a simulator by modelling 

the process, and then using the control system as normally used to control the modelled 

process is only now practical. 

In brief, this means that work carried out in this area is still limited and that there has 

been no work done (or at least published) concerning the connection of simulation 

models and control systems to form a simulator for operator training. There is one 

exception to this; the foundation work done for this project9
·
10

• 

1.3 Fix32 Product Description 

Fix32 is one of the more common SCADA packages in the process industry. Produced 

by lntellution (St. Louis, Missouri), the software runs under either a Windows95 or 
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WindowsNT operating system. Fix32 is based around a control database that stores and 

manipulates the values from sensors in the plant through blocks in the database (Figure 

2). A single block can refer to a particular sensor in the plant or to a calculation being 

performed on a value. Chains of blocks are built up consisting of sensors and 

calculations to monitor, and optionally, control a given part of the process. 

Control 
database 

Monitoring 

Supervisory 
control 

Archiving and 
Analysis 

Figure 2 Internal structure of Fix32, configured as a SCADA node 

A Fix32 control system is also scaleable; it can be distributed over a network. This is 

reflected in the structure of the control database addressing system. Any given block in 

the database is referred to via a three-part address called the NTF (Node Tag Field), in 

the form of "node:tag.field". By addressing values in this form, it is irrelevant to the 

Fix32 system whether the control database is local or not; both are treated in the same 

fashion. Benefits of this approach include easy extension of the control system as a 

whole (either by adding to the database on existing nodes, or by adding new nodes) and 

the ability to view any part of the plant (subject to the Fix32 security system) from any 

node in the control system 11
• 

1.3.1 Easy Database Access (EDA) 

Easy Database Access (EDA) is both an access protocol for Fix32 and a static library of 

functions that can be used to access a Fix32 control database from applications written 

in Visual CIC++ or Visual Basic. All of the comments made with respect to EDA in this 

thesis use the Visual C prototypes and specifics. 
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EDA is designed to allow the development of external applications by third parties for 

use with the Fix32 system 11
• EDA allows for both the alteration of the block structure 

within the control database, and operations upon the values currently contained within 

the database. For EDA to function Fix32 must be running, either locally or on a 

computer that is accessible through a network. 

The EDA structure is based around EDA groups. An EDA group is a list of NTF's that an 

operation, such as a read or a write, is performed upon simultaneously. An empty 

group is created with the use of eda_define_group(n) and NTF's are then added to the 

group with eda_define_ntf. Once the group has been filled, eda_readand eda_writeare 

used to send and receive data from Fix32 12
• 

All of the routines mentioned above, and other subsidiary routines such as 

eda_get_error, eda_lookup and eda_delete_group are contained in the EDA static 

library. Inclusion of the CIC++ EDA header files in the source, and the addition of the 

library in the compile options make the data in Fix32 available to a custom piece of 

software. 

1.4 Simulink/RTWNisual C 

Simulink is a software package from Mathworks (Natick, Massachusetts) used to model 

a process as a flow diagram, producing a graphical representation of the flows and 

transformations of information in the process13
• The Real-time Workshop (RTW) is an 

add-on to Simulink that will convert a Simulink model into highly optimised C code 14. 

Finally, the RTW can use a C compiler such as Visual C to compile the generated code 

into a standalone application. The three programs in conjunction allow the visual 

development of a model for a process, leading to an application embodying this 

representation. 

The RTW also can create applications by allowing support code to be included in the 

compilation of the model. Templates are supplied with Matlab and are designed for 

modification by the user to create applications with the required features. For example, 

the templates can be modified to carry out data logging of the model or, as in the case 

of this project, the management of the model to execute in real-time. It is important to 
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note that the support code does not modify the dynamics or connections within the 

compiled model; indeed it cannot do so. It is designed to create an "operating system" 

from within which the model can be solved, and the solution then retrieved from the 

model for use by the created application. 

1.5 Description of Relevant Simulink Blocks 

Two types of blocks are particularly relevant to this thesis - each type consisting of a 

complimentary pair. The first type are the From/Goto blocks15
; the second type are the 

multiplex/demultiplex pair15
. 

From and Goto blocks are used in Simulink to connect sections of a model that are 

widely separated. Logically they are equivalent to simply connecting the output port of 

one block to the input port of the next, as shown in Figure 3. 

Iiu Ze.it )(1,,-., . ~ion .1"""""1t '.1'.QOU 

: D J~liildii i,\Ct', @. , !:2 2 ii ~ • 
··'------~--·------------; ----~· 

Goto1 From 1 Oisp1, y2 

~ 
F101T12 Oispt ,1_,q 

o,spla'(.3 

Rt>dy _i odt45 . _ 

Figure 3 Example of From/Goto block pair in Simulink 

From and Goto blocks each have a label; in Figure 3 the labels used are "A" and "B", as 

shown in the blocks themselves. These labels denote which From/Goto blocks are 

paired within the model. It is also possible to create multiple From blocks with the 

same label; this equates to multiple blocks being connected to the output of a single 

block. This can also be seen in Figure 3, with respect to the "B" label. 
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It is not possible to create multiple Goto blocks with the same label; this would logically 

represent multiple outputs being fed into a single input. 

a untit[ec[ !llil ~ 

1 I 
Display 21 

3! Display2 

Mux Demux Display1 

Ready ! . !octe45 /.¼ 

Figure 4 Example of a multiplex/demultiplex block pair in Simulink 

As can be seen in Figure 4, multiplex blocks are used to combine multiple values into a 

vector. This vector can then be treated as a single value and passed around the model 

by block connections, or through From/Goto blocks. Demultiplex blocks reverse the 

process, breaking a vector into it's component va lues. Various blocks within Simulink 

either output vectors and/or require vectors as input. 

The common terms for multiplex/demultiplex blocks are mux and demux respectively. 

These terms will be used throughout this thesis. 

1.6 Testing Paradigms 

The testing paradigm outlined here is white box/black box testing. Used as a pair, this 

form of software testing is practical, rigorous and simple to implement for small-scale 

software development. 

White box testing is performed first and at the code level - the structure of the code 

needs to be known, and all of the conditional points tested. A conditional point is 

defined as a point in the code where there are two possible actions; which one is 

performed depends on a piece of data. For example: 
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if (TankLevel<=l) { 
LowAlarm=On; 
OpeninValve; 

} else if (TankLevel>=lO) { 
HighAlarm=On; 
OpenOutValve; 

} 

A fragment of code such as this must be tested so that each branch is executed, 

including the branch where neither LowAlarm nor HighAlarm is set on. This requires 

the code to be run with Tanklevel set to a value of less than one, greater than ten, and 

between one and ten. Note that, if conditional statements are found nested inside other 

conditional statements, a combinatorial situation develops. All of the branches of the 

interior condition must be tested under all the conditions in the outside condition. 

Black box testing does not require know ledge of the internal workings of the code - a 

piece of code that purports to perform a certain function is regarded as a black box. 

Under this definition, any piece of code that has been white box tested creates a black 

box. Any library functions used are inherently regarded as black boxes (there is 

normally no code-level access to libraries). 

The testing of a black box is performed by varying the situations in which the "black 

box" is called. Say a function checkTank (il, supplied from a library, is used by the 

software. Supplying different values of i tests the black box. If no bugs can be found by 

varying i from valid va lues to inva lid ones, the black box routine checkTank is 

considered bug free. 

With respect to supplied libraries of functions, black box testing is assumed to have 

already taken place - the developer of a piece of software using a library does not 

normally black box test the functions they use. In practice, this is a valid assumption to 

make; function libraries are normally fairly bug free after being in the public domain 

with users finding and reporting bugs to the developer. However if, during the white 

box testing of the software, an error is found that could be caused by a library function, 

the call to the library function is removed and the software run to see if the error persists 

(this is normally called deadly debugging). In this fashion, any errors generated by the 

"untested" libraries, within the context of the software that is using them, are checked 

for. 
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2 Development of SRTLink 

In which we travel through the development of SRTLink, via the software specification, 

a design to meet that specification, implementation of the design, and testing of the 

developed implementation to ensure the specifications are met. 

2.1 Specification 

The software was to be used to create a model-based real-time simulator. The model of 

the process was to be constructed within Simulink and the control system for that 

process was to be constructed in Fix32. The created software must therefore be able to 

communicate with and use the facilities of both Simulink and Fix32. 

To be of practical use, the software needed the capability to pass at least a hundred 

values, both from the model to the control system and from the control system to the 

model. This total of 200 values must also be communicated at no slower than once a 

second in order to create the impression of continuous operation for the trainee. The 

process of communication also needed to be quick enough to allow both the simulation 

to run and the communication to occur in real-time on a given processor (a 200Mhz 

Pentium, running WindowsNT). 

The software also needed to be capable of keeping the communication and the 

simulation synchronous with real-time. It was decided that the limit of thi s should be 

1 %; that is, the simulation was allowed to lose or gain 0.01 seconds for every second 

simulated. Note that this figure is not with respect to overruns by the simulation 

software, merely with respect to the limit of accuracy required in normal operation. 

The software also has to be able to handle overruns when they occur, either because of 

difficulty in solving the system of equations within the model or because of problems 

relating to the communication of values between the model and Fix32. The system to 

handle overruns must allow for the continuation of the simulation with as little 

disturbance as possible from the viewpoint of the trainee. 
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It was also seen as important that the software be generic, so that it could be used with 

any model of a process. This allows for a pre-existing model to be used for the 

development of a simulator, as opposed to constructing or restructuring a model to 

allow for the incorporation of the software. Because models in some form normally 

exist for most processes, this point was seen as crucial to the overall usefulness of the 

software. 

Emphasis was also placed on ease of use for a person developing a model and 

producing a real-time simulator with their model. This meant some form of 

configurable user interface was necessary to allow the software to be set up for different 

situations by the user. This also entailed making the method of connecting the model 

and the software as streamlined and flexible as possible. 

2.2 Design 

Given the previous specification, it was decided to split the software into two 

components, each with respective tasks. The first component would be in the form of 

drivers embedded in the Simulink model itself, responsible for communicating values 

between the model and Fix32. Two separate drivers were envisioned: one concerned 

with the flow of information from Fix32 to the simulation model (FromFix) and the other 

with the flow of information from the model to Fix32 (ToFix) (Figure 5). 

Real-time Simulator Fix32 MMI 
-------~ 

Sleeping 
teal-time 
kemel 

- FromFtX i EDA reads 

driver 

Model 

EDA writes 

~~-~ i ··--··-

Control 
database 

-~ i EDA write 

~-+-------. · ! (once only) '----------------
Figure 5 Structure of the envisioned software 
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In order to make it as simple as possible to connect the drivers into a given model, 

visually and operationally they need to be in the form of normal blocks within the 

Simulink environment (Figure 6). The blocks are then dropped into the mod.el in the 

same fashion that any other block would be, and connections between the drivers and 

the model made via From/Goto blocks. By keeping the drivers along the lines of 

standard Simulink blocks, it was hoped that a developer familiar with the normal 

practices in creating a Simulink model would have little difficulty integrating the 

communication drivers into a model. 

Re:j 

ToFix 
Output 
Driver 

::rcr;.F i'I<: 
C1.:tp 1Jt 
D!iVll?:r 

.. i----!ode45 

Figure 6 Screen shot of the drivers and the Driver Control Panel 

The task of the second component was to run the simulation model in real-time, 

including the embedded drivers. This component monitors the length of time taken to 

calculate a time step in the simulation, and then put the simulation model to "sleep" 

while an appropriate amount of real time elapses to synchronise the simulation with real 

time. In this fashion the simulation is kept synchronised with reality to within the 1 % 

limit laid out in the software specification. Where this component fits into the overall 

structure can be seen in Figure 5. 

A Driver Control Panel (DCP) was also envisioned to further increase the usability of the 

software from a developer's point of view. The control panel was to control the 

execution interval of the drivers and to allow the user to enable and disable them in 

order to further develop the model of the process, independently of the Fix32 control 

system. 
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2.3 Implementation 

2.3. 1 5-Function 1/0 drivers 

S-functions are specialised Simulink blocks that are used to run user-written code inside 

a model 13
• The code for $-functions can be either an M-file or C code, which has been 

compiled into a dynamically linked library (DLL). A library that has been compiled 

from an M-file is referred to as a MEX file, whereas a library generated from C code is 

referred to as a CMEX file. The 1/0 drivers are examples of CMEX files, although they 

are stored on the disk as standard 32 bit Windows DLL's, with the DLL extension. 

For a given CMEX file, Simulink expects a number of entrypoints into the library with 

specific names 13
• These functions are required in order to interface the $-function to the 

inputs and the outputs within the model, and to allow Simulink to control the activation 

of the $-function for the purposes of initialising and running the code within the 

structure of the model. The calling sequence (and entrypoints) of the driver CMEX 

functions can be seen in Figure 7. The entrypoints outlined in bold are required by 

Simulink, while other functions (such as md/StarfJ are not actually compulsory for 

Simulink to execute the block. 
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C: ...... 

Simulation 
loop 

md!InitializeSizes 

md!InitializeSample Times 

mdJSetWorkWidths 

md!Start 

md!Outputs 

md!Terminate 

Figure 7 Calling sequence and entrypoints of driver CMEX functions 

Each of the entrypoints in the CMEX file are essentially a function in the source code, 

and each are used for different purposes. mdllnitalizeSizes is to set the size of the input 

and output vectors, to set the user configurable options for the S-function and to set 

aside memory for the internal work buffers of the S-function. mdl!nita/izeSampleTimes 

is to set up the sample timing of the S-function block with respect to the rest of the 

simulation blocks. md/SetWorkWidths is to set the size of the user-accessible work 

vectors for the S-function. md/Start is run only once, being in the initialisation phase of 

the simulation, and is used for custom code that only needs to be executed once. 

md!Outputs, on the other hand, is run in every simulation time step and again contains 

custom code. These two functions together should contain the code to perform the task 

required of the S-function. And finally, md!Terminate is executed when the simulation 

finishes in order to release memory used by the S-function. Note that there are other 

md/XXX functions with varying purposes that are not shown here and that only 

mdllnitalizeSizes/ mdllnitializeSamp!e Times/ md!Outputs and md/Terminate are 

compulsory; all of the other md/XXXfunctions are optional 13
• 

In the case of the 1/0 drivers, the md!Startroutine was used to configure the driver upon 

the initialisation of the model. This involves reading in from a disk file a list of tags to be 

read or written in each communication interval and setting these tags up as an EDA 
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group, ready to be used. Once initialised in this fashion, reading or writing values 

through a group is performed as a single function call. This takes place in the 

md/Outputs routine within the driver. Simulink calls this function once on each time 

interval and the communication takes place if the time interval falls on a 

communication interval. The size of a communication interval is set in the Driver 

Control Panel within the model. 

2.3.1.1 FromFix 

FromFix is the communication driver responsible for getting values from the Fix32 

system and making them available for use within the model. Commonly, these values 

would be setpoints for control loops set by the operator and the PID values for the 

control loops. 

The general structure of the driver as it is in Simulink is shown in Figure 8. The 

tag/fields for each of the channels in the driver are read in from a configuration file 

named "FromFix.cfg" (a channel is defined as the path for a single value, either from or 

to Fix32). The values read in from these tag/fields by the driver are made available on a 

dynamically-sized vector, which is fed into a demux block. Each of the of the 

individual values in the vector are then sent into a Goto block with a unique name in 

the form of "FOOl ", "F002", and so on. A From block paired with each Goto block (ie. 

containing the same identifier tag) is then used within the model to supply the value. 

Note that multiple From blocks can be paired with a Goto block and each From block 

will supply the same value. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

T 

I 
I 
I 
I ... 

Figure 8 General structure of the From Fix driver 
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With this structure, integrating the FromFix driver with an existing model is quite 

straightforward and doesn't require restructuring of the model. The FromFix driver 

subsystem itself can be dropped anywhere in the model (although typically this will be 

at the top level of the Simulink model) and anywhere within the model where a value is 

required a From block with the desired identifier can be inserted. 

To make the driver easier to place into a model, a set of paired Goto/From blocks are 

laid out within the driver subsystem and all of the blocks are colour coded magenta. 

Laying out the Goto/From blocks in this fashion is for two reasons. The first one is that 

whether or not a particular channel is used in the model, there is always at least a single 

From block for each Goto. This prevents Simulink from warning the user about 

unmatched Goto blocks when the model is run. The second is by already having the 

From blocks available within the model they can just be copied into the desired 

locations within the model from the driver subsystem, rather than the user having to 

create them from scratch. A picture of part of the FromFix driver as it appears in 

Simulink can be seen in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9 Screen shot of the From Fix driver as it appears in Simulink 

To enhance the usefulness of the driver, a further feature was added. An array of values 

can be seen in Figure 10, as part of the FromFix driver. These values are in line with the 

tags that they represent. If the driver is disabled and the Sim/EDA switch (see below) 
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turned to "Sim" the values in Simulink are used instead of those from Fix32. This allows 

for easy development of the model after the drivers have been inserted by dissociating 

the input from Fix32. 

.!I 

2.3.1.2 

"Default" 
value array 

From block 
array 

Figure 10 From Fix driver array of "default" values 

ToFix 

ToFix is responsible for supplying values to Fix32 from the model. These values are 

normally all of the process responses that the control system would expect to receive 

from the plant via the PLC's. This of course assumes that the model is able to provide 

all the necessary information (i.e. that all parts of the process are modelled). 

With respect to the code, ToFix is very similar to FromFix - in fact there are only two 

differences. The first is the name of the configuration file that is read in ("ToFix.cfg" as 

opposed to "FromFix.cfg") and the second is that md/Outputs writes data via the EDA 

group, rather than reading it. 

The structure of ToFix within Simulink is essentially a reflection of FromFix and can be 

seen in Figure 11. Rather than the driver feeding a demux block (which in turn feeds 

the Goto/From pairs for the driver) a set of Goto/From blocks feed values from the model 

into a mux block (which in turn feeds the driver). The incoming trunk of values is 

matched with the tags read in from the configuration file and the values written to the 

control system via the EDA functions. 
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Figure 11 General structure of the ToFix driver 

Unlike FromFix however, once the Goto end of one of the inputs into the driver is 

inserted into the model, its twin must be removed from the driver. If it is not removed, 

then Simulink will be unable to run the model - the presence of multiple Goto blocks 

with the same label is not allowed. 

The blocks within the ToFix driver are colour-coded blue. This is to allow the user to 

easily see wh ich driver is being consulted at a point in the model. A picture of part of 

the ToFix driver as it appears in Simulink can be seen in Figure 12. 

Goto block 
array (to be 
copied into 
model, and 
then deleted 
from driver) 

Text labels for 
documentation 

From block 
array 

Mux block 

Figure 12 Screen shot of the ToFix driver as it appears in Simulink 
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2.3.1.3 lnitFix 

The purpose of lnitFix is to configure Fix32, ready for the beginning of the simulation. 

The reason this is necessary can be seen clearly by analogy; if you mix up the 

ingredients of a cake, put it into a cake tin and put it in the oven, you wouldn't expect it 

to rise if you hadn't set the oven to 180°C, would you? 

The lnitFix code is in structure somewhat different to the other two 1/0 drivers, because 

once the simulation is running it does not perform any tasks. The md/Outputs routine 

within the driver is empty, and the code executed within md!Start is also somewhat 

simpler than the code found in its cousins, because no communication of EDA groups is 

necessary between md!Startand md!Outputs. 

When the driver is initialised by the simulation, it reads in from a text file (normally 

called " lnitFix.cfg") a list of tags and values, a pair of which occur on each line in the 

form "1 = tag.field,x ". Each of the values is written out to its respective tag and field by 

lnitFix, and then made available on the block outputs within Simulink in the event that 

the model also needs it. 

The structure of the driver within Simulink is similar to FromFix and ToFix, although the 

values that are available are static. However, normally these values would not be used 

from the block outputs of the lnitFix driver - they would be retrieved via the FromFix 

driver. This allows for the default start-up value set by the lnitFix driver to be later 

changed by the operator. An example of this situation would be a setpoint for a control 

loop; the loop is set to its initial desired condition by lnitFix within Fix32 and the model 

then uses FromFix to retrieve that value at each communication interval. This allows 

the user to alter the setpoint later in the simulation and have the model reflect the 

change. 

2.3.2 Real-time Kernel- srt_main.c 

The SRTLink OS is based on the "grt_main.c" template supplied with the RTW, modified 

to simulate a compiled model in real-time. In addition to this, the OS can perform data 

logging of the time taken for each calculated step within the simulation and will handle 

any overruns of the model as well. The configuration options for the SRTLink OS are set 
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within a configuration file named "SRT.cfg" read each time the application is run. For a 

list of the configuration file options, refer to the SRT Configuration File Options section 

in Appendix C: SRT User Manual. 

The calculations performed by the OS to run the model in real-time are based on the 

sample time read from the compiled model. The model is run for one step (whether that 

is 0.1 seconds of simulation time or 10 seconds of simulation time) and the time taken 

to perform the calculation measured by the OS. Assuming that the calculation of the 

model time step has been performed within the amount of real-time, the OS then puts 

the simulation to "sleep" until the required amount of real-time has elapsed. In this 

fashion the model is kept synchronised with real-time. 

Overruns are handled by doing exactly nothing. The reason for taking this approach is 

the realisation that nothing needs to be done. The next time step is calculated as usual. 

By handling overruns like this, the simulation is kept running, albeit with a small (and 

unknown) slip in time. From the perspective of the trainee running the simulator, there 

is no real interruption of the process; the control screens just don't change for a slightly 

longer interval than usual. 

Any overruns are, however, noted and written into the log file by the SRTLink OS. The 

nominal name of the log file is "Logfile.txt" and can be changed in the "SRT.cfg" file. 

2.3.3 Driver Control Panel (DCP) 

The driver control panel, like all of the 1/0 drivers, just needs to be dropped into the top 

level of a model for it to be used by the system. Unlike the drivers however, no 

modifications by the user are required once it is in the model. Clicking on the Driver 

Control Panel (DCP) subsystem block brings up a mask allowing the user to select the 

intervals for communication, to enable or disable the drivers and to change the setting 

of the EDNSim switch (Figure 13). 
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Block Parameters: Driver control panel E3 
- DriverControlPanel(mask}(ink) --·--·-··- - ___ ;_ ----··- , 

Controls the FllC input and output ~ - Note that disabfing adiver does I 
. not stop it trying to riialise (so enors C0lid be generated at the beginning l 
• of the miulation). but stops it l'llfflng or r~rig ·any data from or to FllC 1 
during the simulation 

; Parameters·- -----~--------,-,,-,,-~ 
I p fromFixEnaii~ 
1 F romFix Interval (seconds) 

! , 
·11 

F romFix Off set ( seconds l 

P ToFix Enable 
Tofix Interval (seconds) , 
T oFix Offset (seconds) 

0 . , 
.! 

l? lnitfa Enable · i 
EDA/Sim Switches! ... E-DA _____ i)""'· 

!---------------~---
.6.p;:/~J Revert Help Dose I 

Figure 1 3 Driver Control Panel (DCP) mask 

The major task of the Driver Control Panel is at a higher remove from the user, however; 

it is responsible for the timing and triggering of the drivers, using the intervals supplied 

by the user. The timing mechanism is implemented within Simulink in the DCP 

subsystem (Figure 14). The system, by performing a remainder check at each time step, 

decides whether the current step is a communication step or not. This calculation is 

carried out independently for both FromFix and ToFix (lnitFix is not used after the 

initialisation phase of the simulation, so no timing trigger is necessary). 
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Figure 14 Timing system for the drivers, within the DCP 

2.3.4 EDA/Sim switch 

Once the drivers are inserted into a model and connections between the SCADA system 

and the model are made with From/Goto blocks associated with the drivers, the model 

is reliant on Fix32 and the related contro l database being active whenever it is run. Th is 

was seen as unsatisfactory if further development of the model was required (as it often 

is). Ideally, the user should be able to turn the drivers off, effecti vely removing the link. 

This introduced a second problem however - once inactive, the drivers wi ll not supply 

values to the model, such as setpoints for the control loops. Th is meant that the model 

could not be run, as it did not have all of the necessary information to simulate the 

operation of the process. 

The EDNSim switch was designed to get around this problem, allowing the continual 

development of the model with the drivers in it but inactive. In effect, it creates a 

parallel set of values that can be set and used within Simulink whenever necessary. By 

adding a control setting to the DCP, the user is given the flexibility to develop the model 

w ith the drivers in it, but w ith or without the Fix32 system present and running. 

An example of the use of the EDN Sim switch can be seen in Figure 15. The model is 

designed to calculate the number of seconds in a given number of hours. Normally this 

conversion would be performed on a va lue being retrieved from Fix32 via the FromFix 

driver (through the F001 From block at the left of the model). However, instead of just 
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connecting the From block to the input of the multiplier block, it is first passed through 

an EDNSim switch. The second input of the switch, labelled "Sim", is fed a value from 

a constant block (set to 1 .5). Thus, when the model is compiled or the developer wants 

to use inputs from the control system, the EDNSim switch in the DCP is set to EDA; but 

to allow the development of the model without the control system present, the switch is 

set to Sim. 

EDA/Sim 
switch 

Figure 15 Example of an EDNSim switch in use 

By using EDNSim switches in this fashion throughout the model, it is possible to 

disassociate the drivers from the rest of the model with the flick of a toggle. 

Development of the model can then proceed without the need of Fix32. 

2.3.5 Fix32 Configuration 

Before Fi x32 will accept data through EDA, as opposed to through any connected PLC's, 

the blocks with in the control database that are to receive the data must be set up 

correctl y. This is to ensure that stray EDA cal ls cannot alter a database that is being 

used for the control of a process12 (this restriction does not apply to reading data from 

blocks via EDA). 

Three changes are necessary, all of which should be applied globally to the database 

(assuming a pre-existing database). 

1 The " !nit. Auto/Mani" field for all the blocks should be changed from AUTO to 

MANL. This is the main change that is necessary; blocks that are in automatic 
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mode will not accept input from any source other than the Scan, Alarm and 

Control task (SAC)16
• 

2 Any occurrences of an "E" in the "Scantime" field of a block should be altered to 

x seconds; a value of 1 second is nominally reasonable. An "E" in this fie ld will 

only allow the triggering of a block (and hence the execution of its associated 

chain) via an event generated by the SAC, such as an alarm. Using EDA to insert 

data into a block configured like this results in the chain remaining inactive. For 

example, if the block is the beginning of an alarm handler, no action is taken 

when an alarm value is inserted into the block via EDA because the chain 

attached to the block is not activated. 

3 Because a node running a simulator normally will not have any PLC's attached 

to it, leaving the driver set to reference a PLC results in problems with an 

undefined Driver Image Table (DIT). To avoid this problem, all occurrences of 

the driver name (such as ABR, ABH, and so on) should be altered to SIM. The 

SIM driver is an internal driver to Fix32, and does not need nor bui ld a DIT. 

Unfortunately, selecting a different input driver for a block resets the 1/0 address 

of the block to 0. This can result in multiple blocks looking in the same memory 

location for their current value. To circumvent this, once the 1/0 driver has been 

changed for a block it must be given a unique memory address within the range 

of the SIM driver (0-2000)16
• 

2.4 Testing 

White box and informal black box testing was chosen for this project for a number of 

reasons. 

White box testing is easily performed, if somewhat tedious when it comes to convoluted 

systems of conditional responses. In the case of this project, the software to be written is 

quite small in comparison to the size of a fully developed application, and this meant 

that white box testing was not too expensive in terms of time. 
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White box testing is more rigorous than other bug testing methodologies. If a full sized 

application is being developed running to hundreds of thousands of lines of code, rather 

than the approximately two and a half thousand of this project, full white box testing 

becomes pragmatically impossible. Methodologies designed to cope with large-scale 

programs of necessity lose some of the rigor in order to become practical. Th is trade-off 

was not necessary for this project. 

Formal and complete black box testing was not seen as strictly necessary because the 

library functions used within the software have been in use for some time. This means 

that they have been tried under many differing circumstances, and they can be assumed 

to be quite reliable. Because of this approach, however, when any errors were found 

and traced to the vicinity of a library call, the library was considered suspect. This 

added uncertainty was offset by the use of deadly debugging as a first test (this 

combination of testing methodologies is quite common when widely tested libraries are 

being used, but have not been black box tested for a particular p iece of software 

development). 

Other bug testing methodologies are based around multiple developers and large-scale 

projects, and have an overhead of documentation to co-ordinate the development. 

Because this project involved only one person this formal overhead was not seen as 

necessary; standard development protocols and notes were seen as sufficient. 
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Development of a Real-Time Simulator for Evaporators 

1 Background 

In which we take a look at the general background of evaporation and evaporators, their 

purpose and the evaporators at Kiwi Dairies, along with their control systems. 

1.1 Evaporation 

evaporate I Iu m01tHnpEl't / v. 1 turn from solid or liquid into vapour. 2 lose or 

cause to lose moisture as vapour. evaporation/~ upc:IL(c:)v / n. 

The dictionary definition 17 of evaporation covers both the process and the desired 

outcome of the process. The reason why the process is performed is not given and, 

indeed, could not be in a concise form. Evaporation of water is used in hundreds of 

applications, from processing food (drying or concentrating) to purification (distillation 

and desalination) to the production of power (steam turbines and geothermal power 

stations). 

The application we are concerned with here is the evaporation of water from milk in 

order to produce milk powder. One common method of concentrating milk is with a 

falling film evaporator18
• Milk is allowed to fall down the interior of a tube in a thin film , 

under vacuum. Heat is supplied via steam condensing on the exterior surface of the 

tube (Figure 1 6). 

D 
E Water E 
~ e= 
Q,j vapour Q,j - -rr.:i rr.:i 

Milk solution 
Vacuum 

Tube wall 

Figure 16 Cross-section of a tube in a falling film evaporator 
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Because the milk is under vacuum conditions, it only needs heating to -66° in order to 

evaporate the water. Also, the time taken for a section of the film to fal I the length of the 

tube is constant; this is important because it ensures that all the milk falling down the 

tube is heated equally. 

As more water is removed however, the film becomes more viscous w hich can result in 

build-ups of milk becoming burnt onto the side of the tube, resulting in fouling. In 

general, the limit for concentrating milk in a falling film evaporator is -50% milk solids, 

although this varies by up to 2% with the kind of milk being concentrated (milk enters 

the evaporator at -12% total solids). If the milk is concentrated any further, fouling 

begins to occur. 

To remove the rest of the moisture in the milk, a spray dryer is normally used, leaving 

the final product above 99% total solids. 

1.2 Evaporators at Kiwi Dairies 

Kiwi Dairies has five falling film evaporators installed for the purposes of manufacturing 

milk powder. They range in size from 2 tonne an hour (Powder 1) up to 20 tonne an 

hour (Powder 5). We are concerned with the Powder 3 evaporator for the construction 

of the simulator. This means that the control screens used are those for Powder 3 and 

the model is designed to reflect the physical size and properties of Powder 3. 

The Powder 3 evaporator has a total of 8 passes, 5 with MVR (Mechanical Vapour 

Recompression), and 3 with TVR (Thermal Vapour Recompression). 50,000 litres/hour 

of milk solution enters the evaporator at approximately 12.5% total milk solids, with an 

output from the evaporator in the region of 14, OOO litres/hour at -50% total milk solids. 

The MVR operates by recompress ing the steam evaporated from the milk with a 

compressor, hence heating it up before injecting it into the shell to evaporate more 

water from the milk. The TVR works by straight injection of steam into the shell of the 

evaporator from an external source. An MVR is much more energy efficient, but control 
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is difficult due to a coupling between the steam temperature and the milk temperature. 

The TVR, while much less efficient, is much more controllable. 

1.3 Fix32 at Kiwi 

Fix32 is used at Kiwi Dairies for control of the Powder 3, Powder 4 and Powder 5 

plants, as well as other production plants onsite. Fix32 is insta lled on a distributed node 

network linked to Allen Bradley PLC's by an Allen Bradley Data Highway (refer to 

Figure 17). Because the model is based on the geometry and configuration of Powder 3, 

we wi ll restr ict discussion of the control system to that based around Powder 3 although 

the general structure is the same across all of the three powder plants. 

SCADA 

~ node r· PLC e 

I I 

Network -·-·L·-·-·-·--L._ . .,... PLC Plant 
I 

SCADA 

~ 
I 

node PLC e 

Figure 17 Fix32 network layout for controlling the powder plant. 

Within the network, a few computers are configured to run Fix32 as SCADA nodes for 

each plant. Typically, there is a node concerned with the evaporator (called 

POWDER3), one concerned with the dryer (P3DRYER) and one concerned with the feed 

milk silos (PSILOS). Each of these nodes maintains a database updated by Fix32, 

nominally every second, w ith the values from the sensors on the plant. 

These three computers are normally devoted to displaying the status of the respective 

plants, although any of these computers can display information from any part of any of 

the Powder plants. None of these viewing nodes have the access rights (or installed 

components) to alter the control database or control screens - they are for the use of the 

operators in managing the plant only. 
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All of the control screens are laid out in a general form as per the example given in 

Figure 18. The top of the screen has a menu bar concerned with major selections, such 

as which plant (Powder 3 evaporator, Powder 4 drier and so on), under which is a 

second bar for choosing which view of the plant is desired. Under that is the 

information, relevant to each page (shown in Figure 18 is the Evaporator A overview). 

___ .,,..st:o-c . 
53.9"C 

~ 32.4X 

Plant 
Selection bar 

View 
Selection bar 

General 
Display 

Figure 18 Example of the Kiwi control screens (Evaporator A overview screen) 

1.4 The Evaporator Model 

1.4.1 Overview 

The simulation model 19 describes the dynamics of the multi-pass/mu lti -effect falling film 

evaporator installed as Powder 3 at the Kiwi Dairies milk powder plant. The model was 

originally developed by James Winchester along thermodynamic lines to provide a 

method of better understanding the operation of the evaporator. 

The variables input to the model are; the feed flow, the feed temperature, the control 

inputs and the feed dry matter. The model is a first principles derivation20
•
21

, based on 

mass/energy balances of 5 coupled subsystems of the evaporator; the distribution plate, 
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the evaporator effect, the evaporator shell, the concentrated product and the condenser. 

These coupled subsystems are used to model each of the four sections of the evaporator 

shown in Figure 19. One of the major complications of the model is the falling film, 

which depends on distance down the tube - this is modelled with a partial differential 

equation, using 5th order Pade approximations for the delay induced by the residence 

time of the falling film. 

............•..•...... ... 
Preheat Svstem 

........ ................. . . . . . 
• ................. 

.......................... 
MVR (2 calandria single 

• . 
• 

················~ • • • • • 
M--. - Milk feed . . 

• • . . ..........•.... 
Plate heat 

................... . . . . . . . 
• . 
• • • • • • • . 
• • . 
. . ...........•....... 

TVR 

Figure 19 Evaporator model outline 

The model as a whole can be expressed with as few as 10 differential equations, if 

simplifications are made (resulting in the loss of some accuracy). In the order of 100 

differential equations are required for the complete model. 
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1.4.2 Restrictions on the Model 

Implementing a model on any practical computer (ie. one that does not consist of 

infinite amounts of memory and processing power) results in some approximations 

becoming necessary and therefore some restrictions being placed on the simulation . 

With respect to Simulink, these restrictions are in major part due to approximations 

caused by binary rounding. Further limits are with respect to the sample time of the 

model - theoretically this can be as large as desired but, as the size of the sample 

interval increases with respect to the speed of the model dynamics, so too does the size 

of cumulative errors within the simulation. Ideally, the model would be simulated at the 

same speed as the desired communication interval (in this case, one second) and 

communication would occur in every time step. Th is is impractical, due to the size of 

the errors that accumulate with a one second time step (the internal model dynamics are 

in terms of tenths of second or less). This means that the model was simulated with a 

sample time of 0.1 seconds. 

2 Development of SimEvap 

In which we travel through the development of SimEvap via the software specification, a 

design to meet that specification with the help of SRTLink, implementation of the design 

and testing of the developed system to ensure it meets the specifications. 

2.1 Specification 

The objective of this part of the project is to create a system to train operators in the 

control of the evaporation process on a simulator that matches the "real thing" as 

closely as possible, both visually and with respect to the response to operator actions. 

Maintenance of the visual properties of the created simulator, in order to keep it up to 

date with the real control system of the process, must be as simple as possible. There 

must also be scope to allow the development of better responses (ie. closer to the 

responses of the real plant) to operator actions. This also includes any modifications 
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made to the plant that need to be reflected in the simulator. Ideally, the development of 

these improvements should be independent - after all, they do not proceed 

synchronously in the real world either. 

The developed simulator also needs to visually operate no slower than every second; 

ideally it will update every second on the second. This limit was picked to match the 

standard operating characteristics of the real control system; the update interval of the 

PLC's on the plant is also one second. 

It was perceived that the operators who would be using this system, either as a training 

tool or as a "what-if" tool, wou ld not be mindful of the workings of the simulator as a 

whole. This meant that some form of control system for the process simulation must be 

incorporated into the simulator, in as seamless a fashion as possible from the viewpoint 

of the operators using it. 

2.2 Design 

Because the developed software SRTLink is to be used to create the simulator, the 

design of SimEvap must be based around the structure of SRTLink. This means that a 

model of the evaporator process is needed and that the software must be integrated into 

this model. 

Most of the objectives of the specification are inherent in the design and structure of 

SRTLink. The ease of maintenance of the visual displays to keep them up to date with 

the real plant is taken care of with the use of Fix32 and the real control screens being 

used by SRTLink as the front end of the simulator. SRTLink also acts as a buffer to create 

an independence between the development of the display screens and the development 

of the model. Finally, SRTLink allows the communication interval to be set as desired; 

setting it to one second matches the visual updates to those of the real Fix32 control 

system - the ideal solution. 

Because the operators who are using the simulator are envisioned as having previous 

experience with Fix32, or at least having somebody on hand with such experience, the 

controls for the model are to be implemented as part of the Fix32 system. This equates 
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to adding an extra page of controls relevant to the model to the Kiwi Fix32 control 

system. 

2.3 Implementation 

2.3.1 Changes made to the model 

Two major modifications were made to the model; the addition of the tanks and valves, 

and addition of PID control blocks to the systems within the model. The original model 

was structured to provide information about the flows and temperatures and was not 

designed to reflect the physical structure and control attributes of the evaporator. For 

the purposes of a real-time simulator, this was not sufficient - the modelling equivalent 

of the PIO controllers and actuators were also necessary, including the tanks and valves 

to be controlled. 
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Figure 20 PIO controller block at the connection level 

With respect to the model, this meant constructing a PIO controller within Simulink. 

The developed controller needed to have the same operating characteristics as those 

used on the plant, which meant bumpless transfer and anti-integral w indup were a 
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necessary part of the controller design. The overall structure of the PIO controller must 

also be compatible with the switches and values that are part of the SCADA system 

developed by Kiwi. The block level interface of the controller can be seen in Figure 20. 

Figure 21 shows the first level of the PIO controller subsystem. At this level the PIO 

controller itself can be seen and the manual/auto switch to enable or disable the 

controller output. The top right corner performs a difference calculation, and a 

normalisation of the control error to a value between zero and one for the PIO 

controller. The controller action is also supplied as a value between zero and one, and 

is normally modified or scaled in some fashion to reflect the true value of the control 

variable before being fed back into the model. 

Figure 21 First subsystem level of the PIO controller block 

An example of a PIO block in use is shown in Figure 22. This controller reflects the tank 

level controller on the evaporator feed tank. To the left of the PIO controller can be 

seen inputs via the FromFix driver feeding settings into the control block. The controller 

action (in the range of zero to one) is being fed into a multiplication block along with 

the flow from the silo. This creates a linear valve characteristic (ignoring the effect of 

backpressure on the flow rate through the valve) which is altering the flow into the 

evaporator feed tank dependant on the controller response. The PIO block settings, if 

changed in Fix32 while the simu lation is running, are used by the control block to alter 

the output of the model. In this fashion the control loops as they are on the plant are 

integrated into the model and connected to Fix32. 
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Figure 22 PID Controller integrated into the evaporator model (feed tank) 

The control loop for the PID controller is created through the communication drivers, as 

shown in Figure 23. This structure was adopted because it allowed both the user to 

change the setpoints (quite important to the functioning of the simulator) and it allowed 

display of the current setpoint and control response. 

This requires that present within Fix32 are the setpoint and PID values at initialisation, 

however. This is the responsibility of the lnitFix driver. When the simulation is 

initialised, lnitFix inserts the start-up values into Fix32, via EDA. When the simulation 

actually begins, and the controllers (via the FromFix driver) require values upon which 

to operate, they are present and ready. 
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Figure 23 Control loop, through the communication drivers and PID controllers 

The other modification made to the model was the insertion of the tanks and valves. As 

was the case with the PID controllers a generic tank block was created that could be 

configured to represent a tank of a given size based around an integrator and the flow 

into and the flow out of the tank. This subsystem block can then be dropped into the 

model and configured to match the physical tank it represents (Figure 22). 

Valves were modelled as simple linear proportional valves and also ignored the effects 

of backpressure on the flow through the valve. This simplification was still accurate 

enough for the operators to use the simulator as they would the real plant. 

One problem with the valves was that if the inputs to some of the equations in the 

model reduce to zero then the equations require a division by zero, causing an error in 

the simulation. This situation can easily develop if a valve is closed to zero. To avoid 

this, the valves in the model were implemented with a slight "leak". A small constant 

(0.001) was added to the percentage open for each of the valves; this ensured that for 

the purposes of the simulation the valves could not be fully closed and so no divide by 

zero errors cou Id be generated. 
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2.3.2 Integrating the model and the software 

Installation of the drivers into the model consists only of dragging each of the driver 

subsystems and the Driver Control Panel (DCP) into the top level of the model. 

Integration of the software into the operation of the model is sl ightly more involved but 

no more complex. 

In order to connect ToFix into the operation of the model, and hence Fix32, it is 

necessary to identify points w ithin the model that correspond to the location of sensors 

on the plant. For example, there is a temperature sensor just after the holding tubes in 

the preheat section of the evaporator which is used to measure the temperature of the 

milk prior to entering the bottom of the flash vessels. This temperature is predicted in 

the model by a set of differential equations. Fix32 normally expects this temperature to 

be in the control database in the Analogue Input (Al) block labelled P3TE1 281. To 

connect them a Goto block (with a label pertaining to the ToFix driver) is inserted into 

the model taking the answer from the equations and making it available to the driver on 

a channel (a channel is defined as the path for a single value, either from or to Fix32). 

In the configuration file for the ToFix driver, this channel is then assigned to the 

P3TE1281 block. 

The same process is undertaken for FromFix, except that a From block is inserted into 

the model as an input and the FromFix configuration file altered to contain the desired 

tag name for that channel in the driver. 

2.3.3 Fix32 database modifications 

The changes made to the Fix32 database are mainly the generic ones that have been 

discussed in the Fix32 Configuration section. These alterations are global changes 

made to all the blocks in the database simply to allow EDA calls to insert values from 

the model. In brief, they are the replacement of the input driver for each block with the 

internal SIM driver (and renumbering the memory addresses), the alteration of the block 

mode to MANL and the setting of the scan time for each block to a nominal value of 

one second. 
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A second set of changes was made to the database to create the model control screens 

and the values related to it. These are additions to the database in the form of Analogue 

Input (Al) blocks that are used to store the values for permutations to the inputs of the 

model. All of these blocks are labelled with the prefix "MC_" to indicate that they are 

related to model control , and can be altered from the SimEvap model control screen 

(see below). 

A complete list of the changes to both the control screens and the database can be 

found in Appendix E : Fix32 Database and Control Screen Modifications, along with the 

purpose of each of the "MC_xxx" blocks. 

2.3.4 Control screen modifications 

Visually the control screens were modified as little as possible; the desire was for a 

simulator that looked as close to the " real thing" as possible. The visual modifications 

that were made were mainly the removal of indicators from the control screens that are 

not simulated in the model. An example of this is the condensate level sensor in the 

interior of the evaporator shell. The other visual modification made was the "greying 

out" of functions that are not supported in the main plant selection bar and in the 

pulldown menus from the selection bar. This restricts the operator to screens that relate 

to the simulator. 

The largest modification made was the replacement of the node names. The control 

screens had been designed to operate from values stored in Fix32 databases such as 

POWDER, PSILO and P3A. All of these had to be replaced with the name of the 

simulator node; MODEL. 

This also applied to the tag groups11
•
22

•
23 used by the control screens. Tag groups are 

used to fill generic display structures where the only difference is the tag names. An 

example of this would be a generic temperature sensor display taking the value to 

display from a different tag in the database (alias "sensor on the plant"). These tags are 

stored in tag files with the TGE extension; the Fix32 control database for Powder 3 uses 
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tag groups for the control loop and the sensors on the plant, and all of these groups had 

to be altered to refer to the MODEL node. 

Dynamos23 are another generic display tool; created as templates, they are used in the 

control screens to give a constant look and fee l to the control system (examples of 

dynamos can be seen in Figure 24). Once the dynamo template is constructed and then 

inserted into the screen, it is configured with text strings to take values from the desired 

tags in the database. Unfortunately, the search and replace function used to turn make 

all of the node references refer to MODEL does not test text strings24
• Consequently, 

each of the dynamos in the control screens had to be manually checked and altered. 

Dynamos (PID controller 
template) 

Dynamos (temperature 
sensor template) 

Figure 24 Examples of Dynamos (Evaporator A Preheating screen) 

A complete list of the changes to both the control screens and the database can be 

found in Appendix E : Fix32 Database and Control Screen Modifications. 

2.3.5 SimEvap Control Screen 

The model control screen is designed for the use of the operators to change the settings 

for the model - it does not alter the simulator software settings. 
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The control screen can be seen in Figure 25. It is reached via a button (coloured red to 

differentiate it from the normal controls) inserted into a blank section of the plant 

selection bar. The page itself shows a schematic of an evaporator representing the 

model. Variables that are available to be altered are located on the schematic in 

relation to what they manipulate. This approach was taken, as opposed to a list of 

variables and their values, in order to make the page as intuitive as possible to the 

operator. 

Figure 25 SimEvap control screen 

SimEvap 
control screen 
button 

Variable 
dialog box 

Holding tube 
time 

The variable dialog boxes are Dynamos, and were adapted from the existing Dynamo 

used for PIO controllers . Each variable Dynamo has three values - the nominal value of 

the variable, the size of fluctuations (%) in the variable and the speed of fluctuations 

(seconds). The variables were implemented in this fashion because in the real world 

there are also fluctuations on the variables concerned. The only exception to this is the 

holding tube time, which is a single constant value measured in seconds. 
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2.4 Testing 

Testing of the software as a functional unit was carried out using simple testing of each 

communication point between the simu lation software and the Fix32 control system, 

modifi ed for use w ith the simulator. 

Testing the val idity of the model with respect to the response of the real plant was 

performed prior to the integration of the model and the simulation software. This testing 

was performed as part of a PhD in progress **references here. 

Testing of the software was carried out informally w ith the help of operators randomly 

selected from those currently on shift at the Powder plant. This was done w ith a single 

operator at a time on a one-on-one basis. The simulator was started and the operator 

asked to "play w ith it". This approach seemed to relax the operator rather than have 

them feel like they were participating in a formal test. Their comments were noted and 

refinements made on that basis. 

The comments made by the operators dealt wi th many aspects of the simulator, ranging 

from small cosmetic mistakes with va lves that appeared open but were closed to steam 

pressures that were fluctuating far more than on the real plant. However, the overa ll 

impression was positive - the response and appearance of the simulator matched the 

"real thing" closely enough that some surprise was expressed. 

Incidenta lly, from these discussions with the operators some flaws in the Fix32 control 

system were discovered that were passed on to the plant management. These flaws 

were then fixed in the control system of the real plant. 
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1 SRTLink Related 

The construction of SRTLink followed standard software engineering protocols. This 

process involved the laying down of a specification for the software, which included the 

number of tags to communicate and the desired frequency of communication. This was 

followed by a design, incorporating the specification. An implementation in Visual C 

led to the actual construction of the software, followed by testing to ensure the package 

was as bug free as possible and met the specifications. The end result was a software 

package that is able to communicate between a model of a process and the control 

system of that process in real-time. 

Future developments of the software can lead in different directions, or simply increase 

the functionality of the software to allow broader applications. Some recommendations 

for further work include: 

• Currently a single value taken from the model can only be output to a single tag in 

Fix32. In some situations it would be more efficient to be able to take a sing le value 

from the model and output it to multiple tags rather than using multiple input lines 

to achieve the same effect. Note that the ability to take a single value from Fix32 

and output it on multiple lines it moot, as this can be achieved in Simulink with 

multiple From blocks on the channel. 

• Within the current version there is no way to reset the simulation and then restart it. 

This can be achieved at a code level by simply breaking the simulation loop, 

rerunning the model shutdown and initialisation code and then re-entering the loop. 

A problem that needs to be surmounted with this advance is communication 

between the model level simulation and the code level operation, in order to trigger 

the reset. Currently no mechanism exists to do this. 

• Although the compiled simulator works well as a console application, it would be 

much more user friendly to implement it as a Win32 application. This would allow 

access to all of the Windows API libraries and functions and also allow things like 

built-in editing of default settings for the application, rather than using a 

configuration file. 
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2 SimEvap Related 

Once the development of SRTLink had been completed, SimEvap was created around 

SRTLink. This meant that a model of the process under question (a fall ing film milk 

evaporator) was necessary. Such a model was avai lable, developed by James 

Winchester for the purposes of better understanding and hence optimising the 

evaporator. This model had also al ready been partially implemented in Simulink and 

was therefore perfect for use in order to construct a real-time simulator. 

SimEvap then followed the same path as SRTLink; from specification through design, 

implementation and testing. The design of the simulator was based around the structure 

of SRTLink, as of needs it must be. The implementation consisted of adapting the model 

to use as a simulator and the embedding of the communication drivers in the model, to 

create the link to Fix32. Testing to ensure that the specifications were met was also 

carried out w ith the help of operators fam iliar w ith the actual control system on the 

falling film evaporator. The fina l result was an application that, when run with Fix32 

created a simulator operating in real-time, to be used for operator training. 

It shou ld also be noted that recompi lation of the model could be expected to happen at 

frequent intervals, w henever the evaporator is altered or changes are made to the plant 

control system. Recompilation involves making the alterati ons needed (such as the 

addition of more control and communication points, improvement of the model or 

updating the model process) and then running the new model through the RTW to 

generate the end application. 

Future directions for SimEvap shou ld be mostly model-based, unless improvements in 

the operation of SRTLink altered the basis for SimEvap. Examples of possible 

improvements are: 

• General model improvements in order to match it more closely to the responses of 

the real plant. This could include such things as modelling blowback in the OSI and 

flooding of the flash vessels. Some milk products also involve bypassing one of the 

flash vessels; this cannot currently be modelled, although implementing it within 

Simulink should not be overl y complicated. 
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• Addition of the recirculation loop, used for the switch from water to milk would be 

of benefit. Currently this can be simulated by altering the dry matter in the flow in 

the SimEvap Control page, but this method does not match the procedure used on 

the real plant (with respect to a new operator, training them in this fashion would 

almost be detrimental). 

• Currently the pumps and valves are modelled very crudely, ignoring the effects of 

backpressure to flow. This can be remedied w ith a generic valve and pump block, 

correctly modelling the dynamics of each, which can then be inserted into the 

model at the relevant points. 

• If an operator who is using the simulator wants to reset the "plant" at this stage, they 

need to close the SimEvap model application and then re-execute it. Ideally, there 

should be a "reset simulation" button on the SimEvap controls page to perform this 

function. This is currently not possible, because SRTLink cannot reset a model 

under its control. Improving SRTLink to allow this is, however one of the first 

improvements suggested for it. This development of SRTLink leads naturally to the 

addition of a reset for SimEvap, however. 

• The ability to select a particular milk solution from the SimEvap Controls page 

would also be beneficial. Currently the selection of different milk solutions is done 

by altering the model to reflect the thermal properties of the different types of milk. 

This cannot be changed once the model has been compiled (apart from the 

percentage of milk solids), but is easily alterable with in the model itself. This would 

necessitate a library of the properties for each of the milk types, possibly embedded 

in the Simulink model and selectable from the SimEvap Controls page. 

• An alarm to indicate when the model is outside it's boundaries would also remove 

the guesswork currently necessary by the operator. However, conditions for 

activating the alarm could be difficult to implement. Checks on temperatures and 

flows to ensure they are within nominal ranges are easily performed, but monitoring 

the internal mechanics of the model for valid solutions poses more of a problem. 
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Al 

DIT 

DLL 

EDA 

MVR 

NTF 

OS 

PDBSN 

PIO 

PLC 

RTW 

SAC 

SCADA 

SRT 

TVR 

VSP 
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ACRONYMS AND 

ABBREVIATIONS 
Analogue Input (block type in the Fix32 database) 

Driver Image Table 

Dynamically Linked Library 

Easy Database Access 

Mechanical Vapour Recompression 

Node Tag Field 

Operating System 

" PDB'' Serial Number (refers to a particular Fix32 database) 

Proportional / Integral / Derivative 

Programmable Logic Controller 

Real-time Workshop 

Scan, Alarm and Control 

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

"Sleeping" Real Time 

Thermal Vapour Recompression 

Variable Specification Parameter (used by Fix32 for defining NTF's) 
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APPENDIX A: CODE LISTING 

The code lists here are not the entire source. Any sections of the code that are 

responsible for "housekeeping" (ie. were part of the original template), or that are not 

used but were left in the actual code for future expansion, have been removed. 

Fragments of code that are commented out for normal operation of the software (for 

example screen display code for debugging purposes) have been left in. 

Any lines that overflowed onto the next line have been right-justified to allow for easier 

reading of the code, and to not disturb the flow and indenting. 

ToFix.c Source Code 
#define VERSICN l. 32 

I I New defines an:i includes 
#define OS_WIIT 
#include " f i.xa:la . h" 
#incl ude "fixtools.h" 
#include "stdio.h" 

#include <iostream.h> 

// to read the config file narre fran the block p:rrarreters , use the l ine: 
I I Iro<GetString ( 593etSFCTlParam ( S, 0 l , CfgFile, CfgFileLen_;jth) ; 
I I ~e CfgFile is a string of lenfth CfgFileI.en]th. 

#define CXNFIG_FILE_NAME "tofix.cfg" 
#define N.M_TI>G.S_JN ss?et.Inµ.ltR)rtWidth (S, 0) // width of the rrux feed into the driver 
#define TF _SEP 
#define IEF_N::l!E_NAME "M)!JEL" 

#define M.M_PARAM3 
#define NI'F_LISr_LENm-1 
#define NI'F_SJ:Rm:;_SIZE 
#define Qi_IDK 
#define NI'F_IDX 
#define m_mx 
#define TL_IDX 
#define FL_IDX 
#define Nl'FC_IDX 
#define ENI'FL_IDX 
#define VNI'FL_IDK 
#define VNI'FC_IDX 

#define MJRK_SIZE 
#define FWJRK_SIZE 
#define l.W:E<_SIZE 

#define CXNIBOL_FCRI' 
#define CP_WIDlli 
#define CP_ENAEl.E 

(0 ) 
(300) 
(40) 
(0) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 

(9) 
(0) 
(0) 

(0) 

(1) 
(1) 
(0) 

Appendix A: Code Listing 

I I seperator for tag/ field in the config file 
I I default node narre 

I I ruti:er of pararreters expected fran the block 
I I rrax number of NI'F' s 
I I rrax leo;ith of NI'F str:in;,s 
I I iroex in the EW:)rk =tor for p:lSSing ~e 
I I iroex in the EW:)rk ve:::tor for p:15Sing NI'FHarrlle 
I I iroex in the EW:)rk =tor for p:15Sing N::di::Narre 
I I iroex in the EW:)rk =tor for p:15Sing TagList 
I I iroex in the EW:)rk =tor for p:15Sing FieldList 
I I iroex in the EW:)rk =tor for p:15Sing NI'FO::mlt 
I I iroex in the EW:)rk vector for p:lSSing Packe:NI'FList 
I I iroex in the EW:)rk =tor for p:lSSing Vali<NI'FList 
I I iroex in the EW:)rk vector for p:15Sing VNI'FO:unt 

// size of FW:)rk Vector (l+largest irrec value al::ove) 
I I size of FW::lrk Vector 
// size of !W:)rk Vector 

I I refines 1.lhlch i.q:ut i:;ort is for data 

I I refines 1.lhlch i.q:ut i:;ort is the control J;XJrt 
I I width of control i:;ort 
I I iroex in CantrolFort for enable toggle 
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I I stamard defines arrl includes 
#cefine S_~CN_IBIIEL 2 
#cefine S_RN;ITCN_NAME tofix 

# incluce "simstruc. h" 

/* =====* 
* S-function rrethods * 
*========*/ 

/* Function: milinitializeSizes =================== 
* Al:stract: 
* The sizes infomation is used cy Sinulink to determine the S-function 
* block's characteristics (m.m:er of :inp.lts, rutp.lts, states, etc . ) . 
*/ 

static void milinitializeSizes (Sirr6truct *S) 
{ 

sSSet:NclrnSFCTJParam.s (S , tllM_PARAMS); / * N.Jmter of 0<p2ete::l. pararreters * / 
if (ssGetN.mSFc:nPararrs(S) != ssGetSFcriPararrsCrunt(S)) { 

/* Return if ruml:er of 0<p2ete::l != m.m:er of actual pararreters */ 
return; 

I I not used at all, as there are ro "states" as such 
sSSetNl.iTCantStates(S, 0); 
sSSet:NJnDiscStates (S, 0); 

if ( ! ssSet:N.InirµltForts (S, 2) ) retmn; 
sSSetlr:µltFortWidth(S, DA.'.I'A_FORI', !JYNAMICALLY_SIZED) ; 
sSSetlr:µltPortWidth(S, CXNiroL_FORI', CP_WIIJI'l-1); 

sSSetlr:µltFortDirect.Feerlihra.igh(S , r:ro1'._FORI' , 1); 
sSSetlr:µltPortDirect.Fee::filJrough ( s, CXNiroL_FORI' , 1) ; 

if ( ! ssSetNurrOJtp.lt.Ports (S, 0)) return; 
// sSSetOltp.ltFortWidth (S, 0, !JYNAMICAILY_SIZED) ; 

sSSet:N.JmSarrpleI'irres ( S, 1) ; 
sSSetN..mW)rk (S, DYNAMICALLY_SIZED) ; 
sSSet:N.nIW::lrk(S, DYNAMICALLY_SIZID); 
sSSet:N.lmFW:)rk(S, DYNAMICALLY_SIZID); 
sSSetlbrM:xles(S, 0) ; 
sSSet:N.mbnsanpledlCs (S, 0) ; 

sSSet4Jtions(S, 0); 

/* Function: milinitializeSarrpleI'irres ================ 
* Al:stract: 
* 'Ihis function is used to specify the sanple tirre (s ) for yrur 
* S-function. Yoo ITUSt register the sarre m.m:er of sanple tirres as 

specified in SSSetlbnSarrpleI'irres. 
*/ 

static void milinitializeSarrple!I'irres (Sirr6truct *S) 
{ 

sSSetSarrpleI'irre(S, 0, INHERITID_Sl\MPLE_TIME); 
sSSetOffseerirre(S, o, 0.0); 

#cef ine M[[,_SEI'_w::RK_WIIJIH.S 
#if def:ine::l. (MCL_SEI'_w::RK_WIDIHS) 

/ * Function: milSetW:JrkWidths =================== 
* Al:stract: 
* Use::1 to define the size of the ir:µlt / rutp.lt p:,rts, arrl the ~rk vectors 
*/ 

static void milSetW:JrkWidths (Si.mSt:ruct *S) 
{ 

} 

ssSe~rk(S,FWJRK_SIZE); 
sSSetN.JmIWork(S, Ivrnl<_SIZE); 
sSSetN..InEW:>rk(S, FWJRK_SIZE); 

#em.if / * MIL_SEI'_w::RK_WIDIHS * / 

#cefine MCL_SI'ARI' /* Cl1an;;e to #urxlef to rarove function * / 
#if def :ine::l. (MCL_SI'ARI') 

/ * Function: milStart ====================== 
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* Al::stract: 
'Ibis fun::::tion is called cn::e at start of rrcdel exe::ution. If yru 
have states that sh::old l::e initialized cn::e, this is the place 
to oo it. 

*/ 
static void rrdlStart(SimStruct *S) 
{ 

// variables that are camon l::eb..een rrdlStart arrl rrdl0..ltµ.lts (ie. p:!SSed with Pll:>rk) 
void **Pmrk=ss:.etlW:>rk(S); 
static GUI ~e; 
static "rnANlLE NI'FHan::lle[NI'F_LISI'_LEN:;IH); 
static char ~[NI'F_SIBJN:;_SIZE] , 

TagList [NI'FJ,.ISI'....LEN]IB] [NI'F_SIBJN:;_SIZE) , 
FieldList[NI'F_LISI'__LEN3IH) [NI'F_SIBJN:;_SIZE]; 

static unsigned int PackedNI'FList [NI'F _Lisr_I..a!JIBJ , 
ValicNI'FLl.st [NI'F _LISI'_LENJIH] , 
NI'FCo..mt=O,VNI'FCamt=O; 

I I other variables 
static l<::>n;, 
static unsigned int 
FILE 
lC>OJ int 
char 

INI'16 

key = KE'x'...}.DI_TYPE I KE'x'...J,,J.L__N<EAS; 
i ,NI'F!mex=O' List!'ogJle=O; 
*CfgStre;im; 
Li..neCoJnt=O; 
Stri.n.;f!n [ 100) , *TokenStr, *PararrStr, *Setti.n.;fStr, "'I'a1lff, "TalpF, 
rrsg[256); 
err; 

Controffi:>rt = ssGet!npJt.R:>rtRealSignalPt.rs (S, 1); 

/* OJrrently Sinulink d::esn ' t fill the port vectors until after the 
initalisation of the s- furx:tion is finished (ie. m:ilStart has cmpleted 
exe:::ution). ~. the enable/ disable code is left rere =te::l. rut, 
arrl left in the m:il0..ltp..lts furx:tian to at le:!St disable the s - fuoction 
drri.n.;f sirrulaticn. 'Ille code is also in m:ilTenninate, also carrra'lted rut. 

*/ 

II *****************************************•** 

I I Enable Cn/Off chEd< 
//if (! (*COntroffi:>rt[CP_ENl\BLE) )) return; 

printf ("\rtI'oFix EilA I/O Driver for Si.rrulink!RIW: Version %.2f\n",vrns:Ict,J); 

if {Nl1_'!7\GS_ lN>NI'F_LISI'_LENmi) { 
ssSetErrorStatl.lS (S, "ToFix Fatal error: Interre.l tag limit overfla,;\n" ) ; 
ssSetSt.cpRa:pested(S, 1); 
return; 

if ( !GroJ(::&n:lle) { 
ssSetErrorStatl.lS(S, "ToFix Fatal error: Cruld not define gro.ip harrlle\n"); 
ssSetS~ (S, 3) ; 
return; 

eda_set_key(~e,key); // rot strictly necessary, rut in::11.XB'.l. for pre-version 3 Fix 

st.rn:::pylN::x:3eN:me, IEF_NXE_1'W1E,NI'F_SIBIN:;_SIZE) ; I I set ~ to default in case rot set in config 

if ( (CfgStre:!m=fopen (<XNFIG_FIIEJW,lE, "r')) =N.JIL) { 

printf("ToFix error: Cruld rot fin::1 config file %s - ToFix disabled\n",CXNFIG_FIIEJW-lE); 
} else { 

1'hlle ( ! feof (CfgStream)) { 
if ( fgets (Stri.n.;fin, 100, CfgStream) =NJI.L) { 

Li..neCoJnt++; 
if ( ! fe:,f (CfgStre:l!TI)) { 

printf("ToFix: o::nfig file error line %i - lh:JeteDnine:i\n" ,Li..neeoont); 
) 

} else { / / ,:erse the token 
Li..neCoJnt++; 
if (strn:np(Stri.n.;fin, "; ", 1) !=Ol { // if the line is rot a = t then parse 

TokalStr=strtok(Stri.n.;fin, " ; •); / / cut rut cx:mt'Slts any,.here else in line 
TokenStr=_$trlwr(TokenStr); 
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if (TokenStr! =NJLL) ParamStr=strtok(TokenStr," =\t\n; "); // fin:l. the pararreter 
if (ParamStr!=N.JIL) SettingStr=strtok(NJLL," =\ t \ n;"); // fin::l. the setting 

// printf ( "%s I %s\n", ParamStr, SettingStr); 
if ( (ParamStr!=N.JIL) && (SettingStr!=NJLL)) { 

if ( ! strarp (ParamStr, "rx:denarre")) { 

// no c:heck:in;; is cbne for the validity of the n:x:le rarre, truncated to 
strncpyLstrupr (NxlEN:lrre) , SettingStr, NI'F _STRJN;_SIZE) ; 

NI'F'Irxlex----atoi ( ParamStr) ; 
if ( (NI'F'In:lex>O) && (NI'Fin::lex<=NI'F _Lisr_LENml) ) 

TarpT=strtok(SettingStr, TF_SEP) ; 
'I'arpJ,=strtok (N.JI.L, TF _SEP) ; 

if ( (TaTpl' I =N.JIL) && (Ta!pF I =N.JIL)) { 

NI'F'Imex--; I I so that it's lookin;J at the right place in the arrays 
strncpy(TagList [NI'F'In:'ex] ,_strupr (TerrpT) ,NI'F_STRJN;_SIZE); 
strncpy (FieldList [NI'F'In::lex] , _strupr (Ta!pF) , NI'F_SIRIN:;_SIZE) ; 
PackedITFList [NI'FCa.mt) =NI'Fin:lex:; 
NI'FCa.mt ++; 
} else { 

printf ( "ToFix: Ille;ial tagfield on line %i \n" ,Lineeo..mt); 
} 

} else { 

} 

// if tagilrlex is too large, error 
if (NI'Fin::le,oNIT _Lisr_I.JNm!) { 

printf ( "ToFix: Tag Irrlex too large line %i - tag will rot te used\n", 
Lineeount) ; 

} / / end of rull check parse 
} / / end of token pars:i!:g 

} / / end of check for fgets error 
} // end of file 
fclose ( CfgStrearn) ; 

I I deb.lg display 
/ * 

*/ 

printf ( "\ni \tPackedNI'FList\ tTag\ tField\n"); 
for (i=O; i<NI'FCrunt; i++) { 

printf ("%i \t%i \t\t%s\t%s \n", i,Packa:lNI'FLi..st[i], TagList[PackedITFList [iJ J ,FieldList[PackedNI'F'Li 
st[il J); 

II********************************************************** 

I I prep ~e to te used in rrdlOltµ.its 
for (i=O;i<NI'FCrunt;i++) ( 

NI'IB3rrlle [Packe:l-n'F'List [ i] J =e:la_define_ntf (Gro.Jp-larxile,N:xEN3Ire, TagList [PackecNI'FList [ i) J , 
FieldList[Packe::INI'FList[i] J, 0); 

if (NI'FHID:lle [ i] =BAD_'IHANILE) { 
printf ("ToFix: B3.d l:Errlle %s.%s\n", TagList[iJ, FieldList[i]); 

roa_lookup(Grc:qHan:ile); 
roa_wri t (Gl:u.lp-larrlle) ; 
for (i=O;i<NI'FCrunt;i++) { 

err=aja_get_error (GroJp-arrlle,NrFHan:lle [Packe:NI'FList [il l ) ; 
if (err!=FE_a<) { 

NlsSetText (err ,rrsg, 256) ; 
printf ( "ToFix: Tag %s. %s 

(%i) error\n%s\n", TagList [Packe:M'F'List [ i] ] , FieldList [PackedNI'FList [i] ] , 

} else { 
ValicNI'FList [VNI'FCoont] =Packe:M'FList [i] ; 
VNI'FCount++; 

~t[i]+l,msg); 
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} 

printf("Tags read: %i\t\tTags canfimerl: %i\n",NrFUJun.t,ilNI'FCount); 

EW:>rk [ GH_IDX] =Grouµ,3n:ile; 
EW:>rk [NI'F _IDX] =NI'F'Hm::lle; 
EW:>rk [~_IDX) =N::x:leNarre; 
EW:>rk[TL_IDX) =I'agList; 
EW:>rk(FL_IDX)=FieldList; 
EW:>rk[NI'FC_IDX) =&NI'FCount; 
EW:>rk(ENI'FL_IDXJ =PackaNI'FList; 
EW:>rk(VNI'FL_IDX) =ValidllI'FLi.st; 
EW:>rk[VNI'FC_IDX) =&ilNI'FCount; 

#erxl.if / * MCL_STI\RI' * I 

/ * F\Jnctian: m:llOltp.its ====================== 
* Abstract: 
* In this function, yai CCl!p..lte the outp.its of yair S-functian 
* block. Generally rntp.its are placed in the outp.it vector, ss'.£tY(S) . 
*/ 

static void m:llo.itp.its (S:im5truct *S, int_T tid) { 
I I variables that are camon l:e~ m:llStart arrl m:llOltp.its (ie. p,ssro with FW:>rk) 
static CN.M GralpH3rrl].e; 
static 'IHl\NCLE *NI'fEarrlle; 
static char *N::JdeNarre, 

(*TagList) (Nl'F_SIRIN;_SIZEJ, 
(*FieldList) (NI'F_SIRIN3_SIZE); 

static tIDSigned int *PackedJI'F'List, *ValidNI'FList, "NI'F'Coont, *'VNI'Fl'.:oont; 

err; 
I I other variables 
INI'l6 
Inp.it.Reilltrs'Type 

static char 
float 

uPtrs = ss'.EtlI:rp..ltFortRe3.l.SignalPtrs (S, 0) , 
Controlll:lrt = ss'.EtlI:rp..ltFortRe3.l.SignalPtrs (S, 1); 
ms,g[256); 
Value; 

static tIDSigned int i' NI'F'In:EX; 

II ******************************************** 

// Enable Cn/Off check 
if ( ! (*Controlll:lrt(CP_ENl'IE[EJ) ) return; 
II ******************************************** 

// printf("Tille: %f\n",ss'.£t:l' (S)); I I check for triggering interval of driver 

I I CCXE to read lX)inters rut of FW:>rk, an:l. cast than l::ack to \lh3.t they shculd l:e 
~e = ss'.EtFW:>rkValue(S,GH_IDX); 
NI'FH:ln::lle = ss'.EtEW:>rkValue(S,NI'F_IDX); 
N:d::N3rre = ss'.EtEW:>rkValue(S,~_IDX); 
TagList = (char (*) [Nl'F_SIRJN3_SIZE) )ss'.£tFW:>rkValue(S,TL_IDX); 
FieldList = (char (*) (NI'F_SIRlN3_SIZE))ss'.EtFW:>rkValue(S,FL_IDX); 
NI'FCount = ss'.EtEW:>rkValue(S,NI'FC_IDX); 
Packe:NI'FList = ss3etFW:>rkValue(S,FNI'FL_IDX); 
ValicNI'F1..ist = ss'.EtEW:>rkValue(S,\INI'FL_IDX); 
\INI'F\'.hJnt = Ss'.EtfW:>rkValue(S,VNI'FC_IDX); 

for (i=O;i<*VNI'FCa.mt;i++) { 
NI'Fin:lex=ValicNI'FList [ i) ; 
Value=(float) *uPtrs[NI'F'In:EX); 

err=a::la_set_float (GralpH3rrl].e,NI'FH3:aile [NI'F'In:EX) , &Value) ; 

e:::a_write(Gro.i,:tian:ile); 
e:::a_wri t (Gro.i,:tian:ile) ; 

for (i=O;i<*VNI'FCa.mt;i++) { 
NI'Fin:lex=ValicNI'F1..ist [ i) ; 
err=a::la_get_error (GralpH3rrl].e,NI'FH3:aile [NI'F'In:EXJ ) ; 
if (err!=FE_OK) { 

Nls'.EtText(err,ms,g,256); 
printf ( "ToFix: Tag %s. %s (%i) error -

%s\n" ,TagList[NI'Fin:Ex) ,FieldList[NI'F'In:Ex) ,NI'Fin::Ex+l,ms,g); 
} 
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/* l'un:tion: rrdlTemli.nate ==================== 
* Abstract: 

*/ 

In this furx:ticn, you sh::w.d perfonn any actions that are necessary 
at the termination of a sirrulaticn. For exarrple, if rre:rory ..as 
allocate:l. in rrdlinitializeCarlitions, this is the place to free it. 

static void rrdlTemli.nate (SimStruct *S) 
( 

static <N.M Grcq:H3ndle; 
Gr~e = ssGet.PtbrkValue(S,GLIDX); 

// Enable Cn/Off check 
/ / if ( ! (*Ccntrollort.[CP_ENABLEJ)) return; 
II ******************************************** 

if (Grcq::Harxile! =NJLL) ( 
eda_delete_grrup ( ~el ; 
printf ("ToFix: ErA grwp released\n"); 

FromFix.c Source Code 
#defin! VERSICN 1. 27 

I I r,e,, defines arrl in:lu:ES 
#define as_w:.r 
#in:ltre "fixeda.h" 
#in:ltre "fixtools.h" 
#in:ltre "stdio.h" 

#in:ltre <iost.re3!ll.h> 

I I to re:id the ccnfig file narre fran tre block p:irarreters, use the l ine: 
I I noo3etString(ssGetSFcriParam(S, 0), CfgFile, CfgFilel.e'J;Jth); 
I I ~e CfgFile is a string of le:lfth CfgFilel.e'J;Jth. 

#define CCNFIG_FILE_JW,!E 
#define tll1._Tl>a:,_001' 
#define TF _SEP 

"franfix.cfg" 
s.sGet0..ltpJt:R:>rtWidth ( S, 0 l I I width of the Il1.lX feed into the driver 

#define IEF~ 

#define tll1._PARAMS 
#define NrF _LisrJ.,ENIDi 
#define NI'F_SIRlN;_SIZE 
#define! GH_IDX 
#define NI'F_IIlX 
#define l(N_IIlX 
#define TL_IIlX 
#define! FL_IIlX 
#define! NI'FC_ID< 
#define ENin...ID< 
#define VNI'FL_ID< 
#define VNI'FC_ID< 

"M)J:EL" 

(0) 
(300) 
(40) 
(0) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 

#define ~SIZE (9) 
#define .EM:81<_SIZE ( 0) 
#define :rw::RK_SIZE (0) 

#def i.nc! <XNIR)L_Km 
#define CP_SIZE 
#define CP _.ENZ\B[E 

(0) 
(1) 
(0) 

(40) 

I I starmrd defines arrl in:lu:ES 
#define S.JlN'.TICNJ.,E\/EL 2 
#define S_Fl.N:TICl'U',ll\ME frcrnf ix 

#in:ltre ·sim;truc.h" 

Appendix A: Code Listing 

// seperator for tag/ field in the config file 
I I <Efaul.t node narre 

I I rnm:er of pararreters expecta:i fron the block 
I I rrax ruti:er of NI'F ' s 
I I rrax lenJt,h of NI'F stri.n;;s 
I I i.n:ec in the EW:>rk vector for passing Gro.Jt:Han:lle 
I I i.n:ec in the Fv.brk vector for passing NI'FHan:ile 
I I i.n:ec in the Fv.brk vector for passing N:x:leNarre 
I I irrl2x in the EW:>rk vector for passing TagList 
I I i.n:ec in the EW:>rk vector for passing FieldList 
I I i.n:ec in the Fv.brk vector for passing Nl'FU::u1t 
I I i.n:ec in the EW:>rk vector for passing Pac:l<edil'FList 
I I i.rrl2x in the Fv.brk vector for passing ValicNI'FList 
I I i.rrl2x in the Fv.brk vector for passing VNI'FO:ult 

I I defines ...trich i.Jp.It port is the control port 
I I width of cx:ntrol port 
I I i.rrl2x in Ccntrol.B:>rt for enable toggle 

I I lenJt,h of A9'.:II I/O ruffer to re:rl values 
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I*========* 
* S-function rrethods * 
*========*I 

I* Function: rrdlinitializeSizes =================== 
* Abstract: 
* 'Ille sizes infornation is used cy Sinulink to determine the S-function 
* block's characteristics (nunber of i.npJts, rutp.J.ts, states, etc . ) . 
*I 

static void rrdlinitializeSizes (SimStruct *S) 
{ 

ssSetNumSF'c:nParams(S, mM_PARAMS); I* NJrrt:er of expected p:rrarreters *I 
if (ssGetNumSFc:nParams (S) ! = ssGet.SF'c:nPararrsCrunt (S)) { 

I * Return if nurrt:.er of expected '= rn.irrter of actual p:rrarreters * I 
return; 

I I not used at all, as there are no "states" as such 
ssSetNurrCantStates(S, 0); 
ssSetNJmDiscStates(S, 0); 

if ( ! ssSetN.lminpJ.tPorts (S, 1)) return; 
ssSetinp..ltPortWidth(S, CXNIBOL_Kffi', CP_SIZE); 
ssSetinp..ItPortDirectFeedlhrrugh(S, CXNIIDL_R:Rr, 1); 

if ( ! ssSetN..lr!OJtp.J.tPorts ( S, 1) ) return; 
ssSetQJ.tp.J.tPortWidth(S, 0, DYNAMICALLY_SIZED); 

ssSetN.lmSarrpleTirres (S, 1); 
ssSe~rk(S, DYNAMICALLY_SIZED); 
ssSetN.JmlW:lrk(S, DYNAMICALLY_SIZED); 
ssSetN..lmFW:lrk(S, IJYNI\MICALLY_SIZED); 
ssSet:N.l!rM::x:es ( S, 0) ; 
ssSet:Nurrtbnsallple::lZCs ( S, 0) ; 

ssSet~tians(S, 0); 

I* Function: rrdlinitializeSarrpleTirres ================ 
* Abstract: 

*I 

'Ibis function is used to specify the sarrple tirre(s) for yarr 
S-function. Ya.i rrust register the sarre rn.irrter of sarrple tirres as 
specified in ssSet:NumSarrpleTirres. 

static void rrdlinitializeSarrpleTirres (SirrStruct *S) 
{ 

ssSetSarrpleTirre(S, 0, ssGetStep.Size(S)); 
ssSetOffsetTirre(S, 0, 0.0); 

#define MIL_SEI'_w:FK_WIDIBS 
#if defined (MIL_SEI'_w:FK_WIDIHS) 

I* Ft=tion: rrdlSetvbrxWidths =================== 
* AbstJ:act: 
* Used to refine the size of the i.npJt/a.itp.J.t J;JOrts, arrl the i.ork vectors 
* I 

static void rrdlSetvbrxWidths (SimStruct *S) 
{ 

} 

ssSe~rk(S,~_SIZE); 
ssSetN.JrnlW:>rk (S, IW:FK_SIZE) ; 
ssSetNJmEW::>rk(S,~_SIZE); 

#em.if I* MIL_SEI'_w:FK_WIDI'H.S * I 

#define MIL_Sl'ARI' I* ClEI:ge to #umef to rarove function *I 
#if defined(MIL_SI'AR!') 

I* Function: rrd1Start ====================== 
* Abstract: 
* 'Ihis function is called once at start of rrodel execution. If ycu 
* have states that should J:e initialized an::e, this is the place 
* to cb it. 
*I 

static void rrdlStart (SimStruct *S) 
{ 

I I variables that are ccmran be™=ffi rrdlStart arrl rrdlQJ.tp.J.ts (ie. :r:assed with Pilbrk) 
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void 
static <N.M 
static THANCLE 
static ch9.r 

**tW:>rk=ss3et.FW:>rk(S); 
Gro.Jp-larxlle; 
NI'FH:l.rrlle [NI'F _LISI'_LENmi) ; 
N:d:Narre[NI'F_SIRJN:;_SIZE), 

static unsigned int 

TagList [NI'F J,.ISI'_LEN:ml] [NI'F _SIRIN::;_SIZE) • 
FieldList [NI'F _usr_r.m:mn [NI'F _srn:rn:;_sIZEJ ; 
Pa~st(NI'F_LISI'J.EIDIHJ, 
ValidNI'FL.i.st [NI'F J,.ISI'J.Hrn'H) , 
NI'FQ:u1t=O,VNI'FO::unt=O; 

I I otrer variables 
static lcn.;r key= KEY_ADI_T'fPE I KEY_ALL_AREAS; 
static unsigned int 
FILE 

i ,NI'Flmex=O; 
*CfgSt.ream; 

lcn;, int Lir:eea.mt=O; 
Stri.n:,In[lOO),'TokenStr,*Pararr6tr,*Settin;.Str,*Terpl',*TarpF, 
msg[256); 

ch9.r 

INrl.6 err; 
I I Inp.ltRealPt.rs'fype ControlPort = ssG:tinp.ltPortRealSignalPtrs (S, l) ; 

/ * OJ.rrmtly S:inulink c:besn' t fill the port vectors until after the 
initalisatian of the s - functian is finished (ie. rrdlStart has carpleted 
exe:::utian). Ha...ever, the enable/ disable cede is left here camented rut, 
arrl left in the m:llOJt:µJ.ts fuoct.ian to at least disable the s -functioo. 
dJri.n;i sinulatian. The code is also in rrdlTerminate, also camented rut. 

*/ 

II ********w*********************************** 
I I Enable Cn/Off check 
/ / if ( ! (*ControlPort(CP_ENAELE))) return; 

printf ("\n.1":rcrnFix ED",. I/O Driver for S:inul:ink/RIW: Version %. 2f\ n",VERSICN) ; 

if (ru{_'I21GS_ CUI'>NI'F _usr_r..m:;ra) ( 
ssSet.E:rrorStatus (S, "FranFix Fatal error: Internal tag limit overflow\n"); 
ssSetS~ted(S, l); 
return; 

~e=e:'la_define_grrup ( 1, O) ; 

if ( ! Gro.Jp-!an::lle) ( 
ssSet.E:rrorStatus(S, "FranFix Fatal error: Cruld rot define gro.ip han:lle\n" ) ; 
ssSe~ted(S,3); 
return; 

eda_set_key (Gro..pian:lle, key) ; // not strictly necessary, w t :in::lud2d for pre-version 3 Fix 

stnx:P.{ (~. CEF _NXE_NAME,NI'F _SIRIN:;_SIZE) ; I I set N:::ideN::lrre to default in case rot set in file 

if ( (CfgStre3ITl=fq:,en(Cl'.NFIG_FlIE_NI\ME, "r")) ==M.JIL) ( 

printf ( "FranFix error: Cruld not fi..m canfig file %s - FranFix disabled\n", CXNFIG_FILE_NAME) ; 
} else ( 

\\hi.le ( ! feof (CfgSt.re3m) ) ( 
if (fgets(Stri.n:,In, 100, CfgSt.re3m)==NJIL) ( 

LineC:a.lnt ++; 
if ( ! feof (CfgStream)) ( 

printf("FranFix: c.anfig file err= liIE %i - Uooetenninerl\n" ,LineC:a.lntl; 
} 

} else ( / / parse the tokel. 
LineC:a.lnt++; 
if (strnatp(Stri.n:,In, "; ", 1) !=O) ( // if the line is not a carrre1t then parse 

TokenStr=strtok(Stri.n:,In, "; ") ; / / cut ait caments anyvb2re else in line 
Toka1Str=_strlwr('Ibka1Str); 

if (Tokel.Str!=NJLL) Paral16tr=strtok(Toka1.St.r," =\t\n;"); // fi..m the pararreter 
if (ParamStr!=NJLL) Settin;JStr=strtok(N.JLL," =\t\n;"); // fi..m the setti.n;i 

if ( (Pararr6tr!=NJLL) && (Settin;f-,tr!=NJI.L)) ( 
I I log file rarre 
if < ! stra,p (Parall'Str, "n::denarre" l ) { 

// no checki.m is d::l1e for the validity of the OOCE narre, trurrated to 
strnq7yLstrupr (N:)de!N3rre) • Settin;JStr ,NI'F .....smm:;_SIZE) ; 
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Nl'Fin::?ex----atoi (ParamStr) ; 

if ( (Nl'F'Jrx5ex>O) && (NI'FI.trl:x<=NI'F_LIST_W\GIB)) 

TalpI'=strtok (Settin;JStr, TF _SEP) ; 
TarpF=strtok(NJLL, TF_SEP) ; 

if ((TerpT!=N.JLL) && (TatpF!=N.JLL)) { 
NI'F'Imex--; I I so that it· s lookinJ at ~ right place in the 

stnx:py(TagList [NI'FI!rl:xl , _strupr (TerpTJ . Nl'F _SlroN}_SIZE) ; 
stnx:py(FieldList [NI'Flrrl:x] '_strupr (TatpF) ,Nl'F _SlroN}_SIZE) ; 
Packa:NI'FList [NI'FCb.mt] =NI'F'Irrex; 
NI'FCo..mt++; 

} else ( 
printf ( "F'ranFix: Illegal tagfiel d en line %i \n" , Lineeo.mt) ; 

} 
) else { 

if (NI'Firo3x;>NI'F__LLSI'_LENJIH) ( 
printf("FranFix: Tag Ird:x t= large line %i - tag will rot te 

} / / errl of rull che:::k i;arse 
} / / errl of token parsin:J 

} / / errl of check for fgets error 
} / / errl of file 
fclose (CfgStreamJ; 

used\n" ,Lineeo.mt) ; 

for (i=O;i<NI'FCamt;i++) { 
NI'FHarrlle[PackaNI'FLi.st[i]]=e:la_clefine_ntf(Gr~e,N:x:leNarre,TagList[Packe:NrFList[i] ] , 

FieldList[Packed'irFList[i]],O); 
if (NI'FHan:ile [ i] =B?ID_THANCLE) { 

printf ("FranFix: Bad harrlle %s . %s\n", TagList[i], FieldList[i] ); 

eda_lookup(Gr~e); 
eda_v.ait (GrrupHarrlle) ; 
for (i=O;i<NI'FCamt;i++) { 

err---€da__get_error (Gt'cqi'.an::lle,Nl'Fllarrlle [Packe:NI'FLis t [i] J ) ; 
if (err! =FE_OK) { 

NJ.s:;etText (err, l1'5g, 2 56) ; 
printf ( "FranFix: Tag %s. %s (%i) error\n%s\n" , TagList [Packe::NI'FLl.st [ i ] ], 

FieldList[PackecNI'FList[i] ] , Packe:Nl'FList (i] +l,11'5g) ; 
} else { 

ValicNI'FList [\INI'FCamt] =Packa:l'JI'FLi.st [i] ; 
VNI'FO::ult ++; 

printf ( "Tags rred: %i \ tTags canfi.me:i: %i \n" ,NI'FCoont, VNI'FCoont); 

FWork [ Gi_IDX] ~e; 
FWork [NI'F _IDXJ =NI'FHan::lle; 
FWork (W_IDXJ =N:ldeN:me; 
1:W'..:>rk[TL_IIlX] =TagList; 
EW:>rk[Fl,_IIlXJ=FieldList; 
FWork [NI'FC_ IIlX] =&NI'FO::unt; 
FWork (min._:rmJ =Packe:NI'FList; 
EW:>rk[VNI'FL_IIlXJ =Vali~t; 
FWork[VNI'FC_IIlX] =&VNI'FCamt; 

#erxlif / * MIL_sTARI' * / 

/ * F\mct.icn: m:ilD.ltp.its ==================== 
* Al::stract : 

In this functicn, yo.i carp.1te W wtp.its of yrur S- function 
* block. Generally rutp..its are placed in ~ rutp.it vector, ssGetY(S). 
* / 

static voi d m:ilD.ltp.lts (SimSt.ruct *S, int_T tid) 
( 
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// variables tllat are camon rebt.en rrd1Start and rrdl°'1tpJ.ts (ie. passai with EW:lrk) 
static CN.M GrOJpHarxlle; 
static THANrLE "Nl'FH3ndle; 
static char *NxlEN3rre, 

(*TagList) [NI'F_SI'RlN:;_SIZE] , 
(*FieldList) (NI'F_SI'RlN:;_SIZE); 

static unsigne:l. int *PackEdlITFLl.st, 'ValidNI'F'List, "NI'FCo.Int, *VNI'F'Count; 

I I other variables 
INI'16 err; 
real_T *y = ss'3etQ.itpJ.tPort:R6:llSignal (S, 0) ; 

msg[256); static char 
char 
float 

Mfer (EUFFER_I...ENm!) , FiltMf [EUFFER_I...ENm!) , *'.lbken; 
Value; 

static unsigne:l. int 
Ir:p..lt:RealPt.rs'fyp= 

i' NI'F'Irrlex; 
ControlR>rt = ss'3etlr:p..ltPortRealSignal.Pt.rs (S, CTNiroL_KRr) ; 

II******************************************** 

I I Erable Cn/Off check 
if ( ! (*CantrolR>rt(CP_ENABLE))) return; 
II******************************************** 

I I code to re3d p:,inters out of FW::>rk, and cast than tack to wiat they should re 
GrOJpHarxlle = ss'3etFW::>rkValue(S,GH_IDX); 
NI'FH:m:l.le = ss'3etFW::>rkValue ( S, NI'F _IDX) ; 
N:deN3rre = ss'3etFW::>rkValue (S,l'N_IDX); 
TagList = (char ( *) [NI'F _SIR1N3_SIZE) ) ss'3etEW:lrkValue (S, TL_IDX) ; 
FieldList = (char (*) (NI'F_SIIDN3_SIZE] )ss'3etFW::>rkValue(S,FL_mx); 
NI'FCrunt = ss'3etFW::>rkValue(S,NI'FC_IDX); 
Packe::NI'FList = ss'3etFW::>rkValue(S,INI'FL_IDX); 
ValidNI'FList = ss'3etFW::>rkValue(S, VNITL_IDX); 
VNI'FCount = ss'3etFW::>rkValue(S, VNI'FC_IDX); 

Edl._read(GrOJpHarxlle); 
Edl._...eit (GrOJpHarxlle) ; 

for (i=O;i<*VNI'FO:unt;i++) { 
NI'Fin:lex=ValicNI'FList [i); 

if (strnatp(FieldList[NI'F'In::lex), "A_" ,2)==0) { 
err----€d3._get_ascii (GrOJpHarxlle,NI'FHamle (NI'F'In::lex] , Mfer, EUFFER_I...ENm!) ; 

I I code to re:rove ccrnras fran a nurru:::er ( ! ) 
strcpy(FiltMf, ""); 
Token:strtok(Mfer, ", "); 
v-.hlle (Token!=NJIL) { 

strcat(FiltMf,Token); 
Token=strtok(NJLL, ", "); 

Value=(float)atof(FiltMf); 
} else { 

err=eda._get_float (GrOJpHarxlle, N!'F'Hamle [NI'F'In:lex) , &Value) ; 

if (err=FE_OK) { 
y[NI'F'In::lex) =Value; 

/ * Fun::tian: rrdlTenninate ====================== 
* Al::stract: 
* In this function, yru sh:uld perform any actions tllat are necessary 
* at the termination of a s:inulation. For exarrple, if narory i.es 

* allocated in rrdlinitializeComitians, this is the place to free it. 
*/ 

static void rrdlTenninate (SimStruct *S) 
{ 

static <N.M ~e; 
GrOJpHarxlle = ss'3etFW::>rkValue (S, GH_IDX) ; 

II******************************************** 

I I Erable Cn/Off check 
/ /if ( ! (*CantrolR>rt (CP_ENI\ELE))) ret:trrn; 
II******************************* ************* 
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if (GroupHan:lle! =NJIL) { 
Erl3._celete__group (Grc:qiiarrlle) ; 
printf ( "FrariFix: En'. grcup rel 63.SE!d\ n") ; 

lnitFix.c Source Code 
#define VERSICN 1. 01 

I I New defines arrl in::luces 
#define CB_vNr 
#in::lude "fixerl3..h" 
#in::lude "fixtools .h" 
#in::lude "stdio.h" 

#in::lude <iostre,rn.h> 

// to read the config file narre fran the block i:;ararreters, use the line: 
I I mxGetStrin;J' (ssGetSFc:nPararn (S, 0) , CfgFile, CfgFilel.eo;Jth) ; 
I I -;.here CfgFile is a strin;J' of lenfth CfgFilel.en_;jth. 

#define crnFIG_FILE_NAME 
#define N.M_'TI'G.S_IN 
#define TF_SEP 

"initfix. cfg" 
SS3etlnpJ.tFortWidth ( S, 0 ) I I width of the 111.lX feed into the driver 

#define DEF_N)IE_NAME "M)!JEL" 
// seperator for tag/ field in the =ifig file 
I I default ncx:le narre 

#define N.M_ PARAMS 
#define NI'F _LISI'_I.B'-rn}! 
#def ine NI'F_srn.IN3_SIZE 

#define FW:lRK_SIZE 
#define JWJRK_SIZE 
#define IWJRK_SIZE 

#define ONiroL_FORI' 
#define CP_WIDIH 
#define CP_ENAEIB 

(0 ) 
(300 ) 
(40) 

(0 ) 
(0) 
(0) 

(0 ) 
(1 ) 
(0) 

(0) 

I I stamard defines arrl in::ludes 
#define S_FlNTICN_LEVEL 2 
#define S_FlN:I'ICN_NAME initfix 

#in::lude "sirrstruc .h" 

/*=== ==== =* 
* S-functian rreth:ds * 
*=== =====*/ 

I I mm:er of :i::aram=ters expected fran the block 
I I rrex mm:er of NI'F' s 
I I rrex l en;Jth of NI'F strin;J's 

I I size of FW::lrk Vector ( 1 + l argest in:lex value al:ove) 
I I size of R>lbrk Vector 
// size of IWork Vector 

I I defines i,,hlch i.np.lt port is the =trol port 
I I width of =trol port 
I I in:lex in Control.Port for enable tcg,;ile 

I I mm:er of outp.lt port used for wri teonce list 

/ * Function: rrdlinitializeSizes =========== ======= 
* Al:stract: 
* 'Ihe sizes inforrration is used cy Sirrulink to determine the S-function 
* block' s characteristics (numl::er of i.np.lts, outp.lts, states , etc. ) . 
*/ 

static void rrd1InitializeSizes(Sirr6truct *S) 
{ 

ssSetNurnSFcnPararrs (S, N.M_PARAMS); / * Nirber of expected i;erarreters * / 
if (s.sGetN.JmSFcnPararrs (S) ! = ss3etSFcnParamsCo.mt (S)) { 

/* Return if rurt:er of expected ! = rurter of actual i;erarreters * / 
return; 

// not used at all, as there are no "states" as such 
ssSet:N.JrrContStates(S, 0); 
ssSet:N..rrDiscStates (S, 0) ; 

if ( !ssSet:Nuninp..ltForts(S, 1)) return; 
ssSetinp.ltFortWidth(S, CXNIBOL_FORI', CP_WIDl'H); 

sSSetinp.ltFortDirectFeedllJrc,Jgh (S, CXNiroL_ FORr, 1) ; 
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if ( ! ssSetN..l!rO..lt:p.lt.Forts (S, 1)) retmn; 
ss.SetO.ltpJ.t.FortWidth (S, CN:E_FCRI', DYNAMICALLY_SIZED) ; 

ss.SetNumSarrpleTirres (S, 1) ; 
ss.Set:N.mlH'brk(S, !JYNAMICAILY_SIZED); 
ss.Set:NurnThbrk(S, IJYNAMICAILY_SIZED); 
ss.SetN.!mFW:)rk(S, !JYNAMICAILY_SIZED); 
ss.Set:NurrM:des(S, 0) ; 
ss.SetlbTNonsarrple:lZCs (S, 0) ; 

ssSet4ltions (S, 0) ; 

/ * Function: m:llinitialize.SarrpleTirres ================= 
* Abstract : 
* 'lhi.s function is USe:l to specify the sarrple tirre (s) for yrur 
* S-fuoction. You !TllSt register the sane number of sarrple tirres as 
* specifie:i in ss.SetN.m\SanpleTirres . 
* / 

static void rrdlinitialize.SarrpleTirres (Sirr6truct *S) 
{ 

ss.SetSarrpleTirre (S, 0, lliHERITED_SAMPLE_TIME); 
ss.SetOffseeI'irre (S, 0, 0.0); 

#clefine MIL_SEI'_WE{_WIDIHS 
#if clefi.n:d (MIL_SEI'_w:::!<K_WIDIHS) 

/ * F\Jnction: m:llSetW:lrkWidths =================== 
* Al:stract: 
* Used to define the size of the inp.it/ outpJ.t :i;x:,rts, arrl the ¼Ork ve::tors 
*/ 

static void m:llSetW:lrkWidths (Sirr6truct *S) 
{ 

} 

ssSet:N..mW)rk(S,~_SIZE); 
ssSetN.JmIW:)rk ( S, rw::!<K_SIZE) ; 
ssSet:N..JrnfW:lrk (S, FW'.lRK_SIZE) ; 

#errlif / * MIL_SEI'_w:::!<K_WIDIHS * / 

#uroef MIL_INITIALIZE_<XNDrrICN3 / * Olange to #uroef to rerove function * / 
#if clefi.n:d (MIL_INITIALIZE_CXNDITICNS) 

/ * Ft=tion: m:llinitializeCorrlitions ================ 
* Al:stract: 
* In this function, you slulld initialize the contirucus arrl discrete 
* states for yrur S-function block. '!he initial states are placed 

in the state vector, ssGetContstates (S) or ssGetRealDiscStates (S) . 
Yru can also perfonn any other initialization activities that yrur 
S-function nay re:µrre . N:lte, this routine will l::e calle:i at the 

* 
start of sirrulatian am if it is present in an enable:i sul:systan 
configure:i to reset states, it will l::e call \okien the enable:i sul:systan 
restarts exECUtian to reset the states. 

* / 
static void m:llinitializeCanlitions (Sirr6truct *S) 
{ 
} 

#errlif / * MIL_INITIALIZE_O'.NJITICN3 * / 

#define MIL_SI7\RI' /* Olange to #uooef to rerove function * / 
#if clefi.n:d{MIL_smRI') 

/ * Function: m:llStart ====================== 
* Al:stract: 
* 'Ihis function is calle:i once at start of rrodel exECUtion. If you 
* have states that sh:llld l::e initialize:i arx:e, this is the place 
* to d::> it. 
*/ 

static void m:llStart (SimStruct *S) 
{ 

I I other variables 
static lcn;, 
static unsigne:1 int 

key = KE.Y_ADI_TYPE I KE.Y_AlL_AREAS; 
i,NrFimex=O,ListTcggle=O; 
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FITE 
lon;; int 
char 

INI'16 

*CfgStr63!!\; 
Li..neCrunt=O; 
Strir.gin[lOOJ, *TokenStr, *ParamStr, *SettingStr, *Telpl', *TerpF, 
rrsg [ 256) , N::x:'ENlrre [NI'F _SIBIN:;_SIZE) ; 
err; 

// variables use::l. in write once list 
(NM Cn:eHarrlle; 
'IllANDLE Cn:ENrF [NI'F_Lisr_I...ENJIHJ ; 
float Cn:eValue [NI'F _Lisr_LEN:mi) , TerpValue; 
char Cn:::e'I'L[NI'F_Lisr_I...ENJIH) [NI'F_S'IRIN3_SIZE) , 

unsigned int 
real_T 

Co:eFL [NI'F _Lisr_I...ENJIH) [NI'F _S'IRIN3_SIZEJ , 
"TerpV; 
Once:Crunt=O, Cn::eD:lne=O, Packed:b:::eList [NI'F _LISI'_UNID!J ; 
*y = ssGetOltµ.itFortRrel.Signal(S,CN:E_Km ); 

I I Inp.ltRffilPt:rs'fyp CantrolPort = ssGetI:np.ltFortREalSignalPtrs (S, 1); 

/ * OJrrently S:i.rruJ.ink ooesn't fill the port vectors until after the 
initalisation of the s-fuoction is fini.slm (ie. rrdlStart has carpleta:i 
executirn). fb;..lever, the enable/ disable cede is left here camenta:i out, 
an:i left in the rrdlOJtµ.its function to at least disable the s-fuoction 
d.Jri.r:g sinulaticn. The a:x:le is also in rrdlTenninate, also ccmrenta:i out. 

*/ 

II ******************************************** 
I I Enable Cn/Off check 
/ / if ( ! (*CantrolPort(CP_ENABLE))) return; 
II ******************************************** 

printf ("\ninitFix El1'I. I / O Driver for S:i.rrulink/RIW: Version %.2f \ n",VERSI<N); 

if (.til1_'1'1(;.5_IN>NI'F _Lisr_LENITH) { 
ssSetErrorStatus (S, "InitFix Fatal error : Internal tag limit overfla,;\n"); 
ssSetStcp<eqUeSta:i(S, l }; 
return; 

strncpy (N:xleN:lrre, Ill' _NXE_NAME,NI'F _S'IRIN3_SIZE) ; I I set N:d:N:lrre to default in case not set in file 

if ( (CfgStream=fqien (CXNFIG_FIIB_N\ME, "r") } =NJLL) { 
printf (" InitFix error: Cruld not fin:l. canfig file %s - Init.Fix disabled\n" ,CXNFIG_FILE_NI\ME) ; 

} else { 
vtlile ( ! feof (CfgStr63lll) ) { 

if ( fgets (Stri.r:gin, 100, CfgStr63!!\) =NJLL) { 
Lineea.mt++; 
if ( ! feof (CfgStr63!!\) ) { 

printf ( "InitFix: Config file error line %i - Un::leterrni.na:l.\ n " ,LineCa.mt); 
} 

} else { / / parse the token 
Lineea.mt++; 
if (stnurp (Strir.gin, "; " ,1) 1=0) { // if the line is not a =rrrent then parse 

TokenStr=strtok(Strir.gin, "; ") ; / / a.it out caments aI1ylth:re else in line 
TokenStr=_strlwr(TokenStr); 

if (Toka'JStr'=NJLL) ParamStr=strtok(TokenStr," =\ t\n; ") ; // fin:l. the pararreter 
if (ParamStr !=NJLL) Set~trtok(NJIL, " =\ t\n;" ); // fin:l the settin;, 

11 printf("%s I %s\n" ,ParamStr,SettingStr); 

if ( (ParamStr ! =NJLL} && (SettingStr ! =NJIL)) 

if ( ! strctp (ParamStr, "nodenarre") ) { 
I I m che::king is done for the validity of the node narre, truocata:i to 

stmcpy Lstrupr (N::x:leN:m'e) , Setti.r:gStr ,NI'F_SIRIN3_SIZE) ; 

NI'F'I!XEC"-...atoi (ParamStr); 

if ( (NI'Fime)c>()) && (NI'Fin:Ex<=NI'F _Lisr_LENmi) ) 

Tarp'I'=strtok (SettingStr, TF _SEP} ; 
TarpF=strtok(NJLL, "' "); 
TarpV=strtok (NJLL, " , ") ; 
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// printf ("Sett.ing:%s jTatpT:%s jTarpF : %s jTalpV: %s\ n", 
Settin;JStr, TatpT, TarpF, TarpV) ; 

if ( (TerpT I =N.JIL) && (TalpF ! =NJLL) ) { 

NI'Fln:Ex--; I I so that it's looking at the right place in the 

Strocp{ ( <n:::eTL (NIFin::Elc] ' _strupr (TatpT) 'NI'F _SIRJN:;_SIZE) ; 
Strocp{ (OnceFL[NIFin::Elc] ,_strupr(TalpF) ,NI'F_SIRJN;_SIZE); 
PackeXn:eLi.st [ Ch:eCrunt l =NI'F'Irx:lex; 
<n:::eValue [NI'F'Irrex) = ( float ) atof (TalpV) ; 
Cn:::eCcmlt++; 

} else { 
printf("InitFi.x: Ille;,al default tagfield on line %i\ n",Lineeount); 

} 
} else { 

if (NI'F'In:EoNI'F _LISI'_I.,ENTIH) { 

} 

printf("InitFi.x: Default tag in:lex too large line %i - tag will not J:e 
used\n", Lineeount) ; 

} / / errl of list length check 
} // errl of null check p,rse 

} / / errl of token pars:in;, 
} / / errl of check for fgets error 

} / / errl of file 
fclose(CfgStream) ; 

II ********************************************************** 

I I do the writeance list stuff 
Cn:eH:lrxile=e::a_d:fine__grrup (l, 0); 
if (Cn::eeount>O) { 

} 

for (i=O; i<Cn:::eCcunt;i++) { 
Cn:ENI'F [Packa:nJceList [ i J J =e:il._define_ntf (CtlceHarxile , N.:xENarre , 

Cn:eTL[Packe:n1ceList [ i] J , OnceFL[Pac:ke:X:tteList [i) J , 0) ; 
if (Cn:ENI'F [Pac:ks::nx:eList [i) J=BPD_THANILE) { 

printf ( "ToFix: B::id han:ile %s.%s\n" ,Cn:eTL[Packe:r:n:eList [iJ J ,OnceFL[Pac:ke:X:tteList[i) J) ; 

wa_lookup(OnceH3n:ile); 
wa_wnt (CtlceHarxile) ; 

for (i=O;i<Cn:::eCcunt;i++) { 
TalpValue=Cn:::eValue [PacJ<e:nJceList [ i] ) ; 
err---e::la_set_float (OnceH3n:ile, Cn:ENI'F [Packe:r:n:eList [ i J J , &TalpValue) ; 

wa_write (OnceH3n:ile) ; 
wa_writ (CtlceHarxile) ; 

for (i=O;i<Cn::eCcmlt;i++) { 
err=e::a__get_error (<n:::eHamle,Cn:ENI'F[Packe:r:n:eList[i)]) ; 
if (err!=FE_OK) { 

Nls?.etText (err ,rrsg, 256) ; 
printf("ToFi.x: Default value tag %s.%s error\n%s\ n", 

wa_<Elete_grrup(Cn::eHarrlle) ; 

for (i=O;i<Cn:::eCcunt;i++) { 

cricerL[Packe:n1ceList[iJ J ,OnceFL[PackeXn::eList[iJ J ,rrsg); 

y[PackaXn::eLi.st[i) ]=Cn:::eValue[Packe:n1ceList(i]]; 

printf ( "Default tags/values read: %i \ tTags/values written: %i \n", Ch:eCrunt, Cn::eD:llle) ; 

I I deb.Jg display 
/ * 

*/ 

printf ( "\ni \ t.Packea::n:eLit\ tTag\ t \ tField\ tValue\n"); 
for (i=O;i<Cn:::eCcunt;i++) { 

printf ( "%i \ t%i \ t \ t%s\ t%s\t%. 2f\n", i, PackaXn::eLi.st [il ,Cn:eTL[Packe:n1ceList [il J 
, OnceFL [Packed:n::eList [i) ) , Cn:::eValue [PackeXn::eList [ i) ) ) ; 
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I I deb.Jg display 
I * 

printf ( "\ni \ tPackeclNI'FList \ tTag\ tField\n" ) ; 
for (i=O;i<:NI'FCoont;i++) { 

printf ( "%i \t%i \t\t%s\ t%s\n", i, PackedNI'FList(iJ, TagList[PackroNI'FList [i ] J, 
FieldList[PackedNI'FList[iJ J ); 

* I 
) 

#emif I * MDL_SI11RI' * I 

I * Function: m:ilOJtp.lts ====================== 
* Atsa:act : 
* In this function, you CCITp.lte the outp.lts of your S-functian 
* block. Generally outp.lts are placed in the outp.lt vector, S93etY(S). 
* I 

static void m:ilOJtp.lts (SimStruct *S, int_T tid) 
{ 
) 

I * Function: m:l.l.Tenninate ===== = ============= = = 
* Atsa:act: 
* In this fuoctian, you slo.lld perfonn any actions that are necessary 
* at the tenninatian of a sinulation. For ei<arrple, if rrarory W:lS 

* allocate:! in rrdl.Initializa::.an:litians, this is the place to free it . 
* I 

static void m:l.l.Tenninate(SimStruct *S) 
{ 
) 

SRT main.c Source Code 
#define VERSICN 3 . 01 

II **************************** 

I I !'e-J c'Efinitians arrl includes 

I I Event Actions - use::l. for LCGF'IIB_M)[E arrl CXN9JLE_M)[E 
#define EA_ERR:RS (0) I I action rnly an errors 
#define EA_ALL (1) I I action en all s~ 

#define ID 
#define YES 

(0) 
(1) 

I I use::l. for canfig stuff 
I I ditto 

#define LF _t,W,1E_LENmc! ( 40) I I ler.gth of the logfile narre 
struct crG_srnu::T { 

char LogFileN:nre[LF_NAME_IDrnH]; I I rarre of the logfile 
int LogFile; I I YIN flag: write a logfile or not 
int LogFileClear; I I YIN flag : clear logfile l:efore writin;, 
int LcgFilEConfig; I I YIN flag: write a:nfiguration to logfile 
int LogFileM:de; I I EA settin;, 
int CrosoleM:de; I I EA settin;, 
int Crosole!bnfig; I I YIN flag: display oonfig settin;,s at start 
int SimStartPau.se; I I YIN flag: i.eit for keypress l:efore l::egin1ing 
int Silli<ep)rtStep; I I positive integer, for rep:>rt interval 

) Cfg = {"logfile.txt" ,YES,l'D,YES,EA_ALL,EA_ALL,YES,YES,10) ; II c'Efaults - if rot set in CXNFIG_FIIE, left 
as is 

#define CXNFIG_FILE 
#incl ude "strin;,.h" 
#include "t:ill'e.h" 
#include "conio.h" 

#c'Efine WINAPI 
#define twE) 

void 

#define crnuc 

"srt.cfg" 

_ stdcall 
unsigned lc:nJ 

I I usa:1 for strin;, p:irsin;J fran configuration file 
I I usa:1 for timin;J of steps, calculaticn of delay length 
I I usa:1 for keyl:x:)ard ex:i t check 

WINAPI Sleep(Dam <W-1i.llisecon:is); 

(24) 
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/* Function: rrain = = ======================== 
* Al:stract : 
* Exa:ute rrodel an a generic target such as a v-orkstatian. 

usage: m::del [finalt:irre) 

* / 
int_T rrain(int_T argc, char_T *argv[)) 
{ 

SirrStruct *S; 
canst char *status; 
char_T str2 [2]; 
real_T finaltine = 0.0; 
int_T p:irt = 17725; 
chible t:rrpD:cl)le; /* for i:ersllB' the cararrl line final t:irre arg * / 

I..ogActi ve=O, M:d2li.oop; 
StepSleepPerc=O; 

int 
float 
clock_t 
char 

StepSize, SarrpleSize, StepStartl':irre, StepEr:rlr:irre, St~, Step[E].ay, S~; 
LogStartl':irre[9J , LogStart:.r:ate [9 J , Over:rurtl'irre [9 J ; 

unsigrm lcr.g 

char 
FILE 
unsigrm int 

ErrorCa.mt=O,Steµb..Int=O; 

Strir:gin[lOO), "TokenStr, *PararrStr, *SettingStr; 
*LogStre3m, *CfgStre3m; 
Li.n::Crunt=O; 

/***************************************************************** 
Stuff to l::e clone on:::e, at the l::eginninJ of runnin;; the s:inulation 

***************************************************************** / 

II ********************************************* misc stuff 
SanpleSize= (clock_t) (ssGetStEµSize (S) *CI.CCKS_PER_SEC) ; / / sarrple speed of the m::del 
StepSize=Sa!tpleSize*Cfg. S~rtStep; / / set (desirerl) step size in ticks 
printf ( "\nSRI'Link OS : Version % . 2f\n" , VERSICN) ; 
printf ( "M:>del: %s\n" , ssGetM:lcelN3rre (S) ) ; 
printf ( "Sanple interval (ms) : %i \n", SarrpleSize) ; 
printf ( "Report interval (ms) : %i \n\n", StepSize); 

II ********************************************* config file 
if ( (CfgStrE£1m=fq:ien (CXNFIG_FILE, "r") ) =NJLL) { 

printf ( "lhlable to q:ien config file '%s' \ n", CXNFIG_FILE) ; 

/ * =ifig file c.anmt :te opene::l., start s:im.tl.atian with c'efault settir:gs, arrl 
create a rs,; =ifig file called CXNFIG_FILE, with the settir:gs in it, arrl a a:::nrra1t lB3der * / 

if ( (CfgStrE£1m=fq:ien(CXNFIG_FILE, ''w'')) ==N.llL) { 

printf ( "lhlable to create r&J dllirult config file, s:inulation will run with c'efaults\n") ; 
} else { 

// print c'efault hearer to the ccnfig file 
// NB: justification prablars in the p,rarreter list are n::rninal fud;Jes : ) 
_strdate (LogStartrate) ; 
fprintf (CfgStream, "; Default configuration file creata:l J:y SRI'Link CS Version 

%.2f\n", VERSICN); 
fprintf (CfgStre3!ll, "; Creata:l an %s\n", LogStart:.r:ate) ; 
fprintf (CfgStre3!ll, "; \n"); 
fprintf (CfgStre3!ll, "; 'Ihls fil e can l::e usa:l to c:anfigure the operation of the SRI' kernel \n") ; 
fprintf (CfgStream, "; J:y chanJir:g the value of the settings l::elow. Anjthin] after a ; an\n"); 
fprintf (CfgStream, "; a line is consic'era:l a carrrent arrl ignora:l. \n") ; 
fprintf (CfgStream, .. ; \n") ; 
fprintf (CfgStream, "; LogFileNarre - narre of the logfile\n"); 
fprintf(CfgStream, "; LogFile - YIN flag: write a logfile or rot\n"); 
fprintf (CfgStream, "; LogFileClear - YIN flag: clear logfile l::efore writin.;J\n"); 
fprintf (CfgStream, "; LogFileC:Jnfig - YIN flag: write c:anfiguration to logfile\n"); 
fprintf (CfgStream, "; LogFileM::x:E - El\ settir:g\n") ; 
fprintf (CfgStream, "; ConsoleM::x:E - El\ settir:g\n"); 
fprintf (CfgStream, " ; ConsoleC:Jnfig - YIN flag: display config settir:gs at start \n" ) ; 
fprintf (CfgStream, "; S:imStartPause - YIN flag: ..ait for keypress :tefore l::eginnir:g\n") ; 
fprintf (CfgStream, "; S~tep - p:JSitive integer") ; 
fprintf (CfgStream, " ; \n") ; 
fpr intf (CfgStream, "; An EA set tir:g is either : \n"); 
fprintf (CfgStream, "; 'Errors ' - take action an errors anly\n"); 
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fprintf (CfgStream," 'All' - take acticn en all events\n"}; 
fprintf (CfgStream, " 'Ihls awlies to tile I.o;,FileM:lde, arrl tile CrnsoleM:xle. \n"} ; 
fprintf (CfgStream, " \n") ; 

fprintf (CfgStream, "\n; I.o;,file settings\n"); 
fprintf (CfgStream, "I.o;,FileN,rre\ t= "); 
fprintf (CfgStream, "%s\n" ,Cfg.LogFileNarre); 

fprintf (CfgStream, "I.o;,File\t\t= "); 
if (Cfg . LogFile=YES) fprintf (CfgStream, "Yes\n") ; 

else fprintf (CfgStre3!Tl, "No\ n") ; 

fprintf (CfgStreem, "I.o;,FileClear\t= "}; 
if (Cfg .I.o;,FilS::le3r=YES) fprintf (CfgStream, "Yes\n" ) ; 

else fprintf (CfgStre3!Tl, "No\n") ; 

fprintf (CfgStream, "I.o;,FileConfig\t= ") ; 
if (Cfg. LogFileConfig=YES) fprintf (CfgStream, "Yes\ n" ) ; 

else fprintf (CfgStream, "No\n") ; 

fprintf (CfgStream, "I.o;,FileM:xle\ t= ") ; 
if (Cfg. LogFileM:lde=EA.JuL) fprintf (CfgStreem, "All \n") ; 

else fprintf (CfgStream, "Errors\n"} ; 

fprintf (CfgStream, "\n; Cm.sole settings\n") ; 
fprintf (CfgStream, "a:nsoleM:xle\ t= ") ; 
if (Cfg .COOSOleM:lde=El\.ll!L} fprintf (CfgStreem, "All \n") ; 

else fprintf (CfgStream, "Errors\n") ; 

fprintf (CfgStream, "a:nsoleconfig\ t= " ) ; 
if (Cfg .CalsoleConfig=YES) fprintf (CfgStream, "Yes\n"); 

else fprintf (CfgStream, "N::>\n") ; 

fprintf (CfgStream, "\n; Sirrulatian settings\n"); 
fprintf (CfgStream, "Sim5tartPause\ t= ") ; 
if (Cfg. SimStart:Pause=YES) fprintf (CfgStream, "Yes\n" ) ; 

else fprintf (CfgStre3!Tl, "lt>\n") ; 

fprintf (CfgStream, "S:ini<ep:)rtSt ep\t= "); 
fprintf (CfgStream, "%i \ n" , Cfg . S:ilrRep:)rtStep) ; 

fprintf (CfgStream, "\n; En:! of configuraticn file"); 
fclose(CfgStre3!Tl); 
printf ( "1'e;; default configuraticn file '%s' creatEd\n", CXN"IG_FilE); 

} 

} else { 
print£ ( "CCnfig file '%s' q:;ened\n", <XN'IG_FILE} ; 
wu.le ( ! feof (CfgStream) } { 

if ( fgets (String In, 100, CfgStream) =N'.JIL) { 
LineO:unt++; 
if ( ! feof (CfgStream)} { 

printf("G:infig file error line %i: Urxletei:rnired\n" ,LineCcunc) ; 
} 

} else { / / J;)3ISe tile token 
LineO:unt++; 
if (strrorp (Strin;,In, ·; ", l ) ! =O} { / / if tile line is rot a ccrnrent tlal parse 

Token.S=strtok (Stringin, "; "} ; / / cut a.it cxrnrents any,.J-iere else in line 
Tokai.Str=_strlwr(Toka"l.Str); 

if (Tokai.Str! =NJIL) ParamStr=strtok(TokenStr," =\t\n;"}; II fiirl tile pararreter 
if (ParamStr!=NJIL) settin;,Str=strtok(NJLL," =\t\n; "); / / firx:l. tile settin;, 

11 printf <" I %s I = I %s I \n", ParamStr. settingStr> ; 11 token display CEb.J;l' stuff 

if ( (ParamStr ! =NJIL) && (Settin;,Str ! =NlIL) ) 

// log file narre 
if ( !strarp(ParamStr, "logfilerarre")) { 

I I ro cta:king is d:n: for tile validity of the file narre, t.ruocate::1 to 
LF _NAME_UN:ml 

StrncP.{(Cfg.LogFileNarre,SettingStr,lF~); 

I I log file active 
if ( !stratp(ParamStr, "logfile" }) 
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if ( 1strcrrp(Settir.gStr, "yes"}} Cfg.LogFile=YES; else 
if (!strcrrp(Settir.gStr,"m"}} Cfg.LogFile=N:>; else { 

printf("Config file error lin2 %i : ",Lineeo.mt); 
printf("I..cgFile mist l:e Yes or N:>\n"}; 

I I cle:u: logfile l:efore writir:g 
if ( !strcnp(ParamStr, "logfileclear"}} { 

if ( ! strcrrp (Settir.gStr, "yes" ) ) Cfg .LogFileClear=YES; else 
if ( !strcnp(Settir.gStr, "ro" )} Cfg.LogFileClear-eN); else { 

printf ( "Config file error lin2 %i: ", Lineeo.mt} ; 
printf ( "I..cgFileClear 11USt l:e Yes or No\n") ; 

I I write canfig to logfile 
if ( !strcnp(ParamStr, "logfila:anfig" }} { 

if (!Strcrrp(Settir.gStr, "yes"}} Cfg.LogFileCmfig=YES; else 
if ( !strcnp(Settir.gStr, "ro"}} Cfg.LogFileCmfig=N::>; else { 

printf ( "Config file error lin2 %i : ", Lineeo.mt} ; 
printf ( "LogFileCmfig nust l:e Yes or N:>\n"} ; 

I I logfile rrode 
if ( ! st...rarp ( ParamStr, " logfilem::i::E" }} { 

if ( ! strcrrp (Settir.gStr, ·errors"} } Cfg. LcgFileM:x:le=EA_ERR:FS; else 
if ( ! straip (Settir.gStr, "all" ) ) Cfg. LogFileM:de=EA_AlL; else { 

printf("Config file error lin2 %i: ",Lineeo.mt:); 
printf ( "I..cgFileM::de mist l:e Errors or All \n"}; 

I I console rrode 
if ( ! straip(ParamStr, "oonsolem::i::E"} ) { 

if ( !strarp(Settir.gStr, "errors"}} Cfg .COnsoleM:de=EA_ERR:FS; else 
if ( !straip(Settir.gStr, "all"}} Cfg.Cansola-tx:ie=EA_AIL; else { 

printf ( "Config file error lin2 %i: ",Lineeo.mt}; 
printf { "COnsoleM::de !1USt J:e Errors or All \n" } ; 

I I write canfig to console 
if ( !straip(ParamStr, 'con.solecoofig")} { 

if ( ! strarp(Settir.gStr, "yes' } ) Cfg. COOSolecoofig=YES; else 
if ( !strcnp(Settir.gStr, "ro"}) Cfg.ConsoleConfig=N::>; else { 

printf ( "Config file error lin2 %i: ", Lineeo.mt} ; 
printf ( "ConsoleConfig nust l:e Yes or N:l\n"} ; 

I I P3U5E! for keypress at l:eginning of sinulatioo 
if < ! strcnp(ParamStr, "sirrstartpause'}} { 

if ( !strcrrp(Settir.gStr, ''yes")} Cfg.Si.mStart.Pause=YES; else 
if (!strcrrp(Settir.gStr,"ro"}} Cfg.SirrStart.Pause=N); else { 

printf("Config file error lin2 %i: • ,LineCamt}; 
printf("S:irrStartPause nust l:e Yes or No\n"); 

I I rurb:r of st:E;)S re~ rep:,rtinJ to logfile/ccrisole 
if ( !straip(ParamStr, ·s~rtste;p"}} { 

I I ro ~ cl'a::ld.nJ is d:n2 for this value, altlnlgh only ilia 
// rragnitud2 of negative n.rrb:rs is usa:J., sign is igoore:i 
Cfg. Sinileport.Step= { int) floor (al::s (atoi (Settir.gStr} } ) ; 

I I errl of llllll chEck P3,rSe 
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} / / en1 of token parsing 
} / / ex! of check for fgets error 

} / / ero of file 
fclose(CfgStre3!ll); 

II********************************************* print c:onfig to c:ansole 
if (Cfg.COnsoleconfig) { 

printf ( "I.ogfile N:lrre: \t\t\t" ); 
print f ("%s\n" ,Cfg.LogFileNarre); 

print f ("Logfile active: \ t \ t \ t" ) ; 
if (Cfg.LogFile=YES) printf ( "Yes\n"); 

else printf("No\n"); 

printf ( "Clear file l::efore log;in]: \t"); 
if (Cfg .LogFileClear=YES) printf ( "Yes\n" ) ; 

else printf ( "No\n" ) ; 

printf("Write config to file : \ t \ t" ) ; 
if (Cfg .LogFileConfig=YES) printf ( "Yes\n"); 

else printf ( "No\n") ; 

printf ( "Logfile M::x:le: \t\t\t"); 
if (Cfg .LogFil8'b:le=£!\._ALL) printf("All events\n" ) ; 

e lse printf ( "Errors anly\n") ; 

printf ( "Console M::x:le: \t\t\t"); 
if (Cfg .C.ansoleM:x:le=£!\._ALL) printf ( "All events\n"); 

else printf ( "Errors anly\n" ) ; 

printf ( "Write o:mfig to Console: \t •); 
if (Cfg .C.ansoleconfig=YES) printf ( "Yes\n"); 

else printf ( "No\n"); 

printf( "Pause before sirrulating: \t") ; 
if (Cfg. SirrStartPause=YES) printf ( "Yes\n") ; 

else printf ( 'No\n"); 

printf ( "Retx>rt interval (steps) : \t •) ; 
printf ( "%i \n", Cfg . S:inRep::lrtStep) ; 

II************** ******************************* setup lcgfile 
if (Cfg .LogFile ) { 

if (Cfg.LogFileClear) { // overwrite aey existing l ogfile 
if ( (LogStream=fq;.e'l(Cfg . LogFileN:lrre, "W'')) ==NJLL) { 

printf ("\rCan' t create file '%s' - No ev6'lts will l::e logged\n\n",Cfg.LogFileNarre); 
I..o;J:)>,cti ve=O; 

} else { 

} 

printf ("\nNa.l logfile '%s' ~ for writi.ng\n\n" ,Cfg.LogFileN:lrre); 
I..o;J:)>,cti ve=l; 

) else { // q:,en a file if it exists, or create a re,; roe 
if ( (LogStream=fq;.e'l(Cfg.LogFileN:lrre, "a+" )) ==N.JIL) { 

print£ ( • \rCan" t q:,en or c:re:ite file '%s' - No events will l::e logged\n\n", Cfg .LogFileNarre) ; 
I..o;J:)>,cti ve=O; 

} 

} else { 
printf (" \nLogfile '%s" cpen;rl for ~\n\n",Cfg. LogFileN:me); 
I..o;J:)>,cti ve=l; 

else { I..o;J:)>,cti ve=O; } 

if (1.o;J:l>,ctive=l) { / / if a file ms l::ee'l ~. write logfile header 
setvruf (LogStream,NJIL, _ ICNBF, 0) ; 

I I prurery header 
fprintf (LogStream, "\nSRI'Link OS: Versicn % . 2£\n" , VERSICN) ; 
fprintf (LogStream, "M:x'lel: %5\n", ssGetM::x:leJlarre (S) ) ; 
fprintf (LogStre3!ll, "Sa:Ilple interval (!ls): %i\n" ,SanpleSize); 
fprintf (LogStre3!ll, "Report interval (!ls) : %i \n\n" 'Step5ize) ; 

I I cpticra.l header 
if (Cfg.LogFileConfig=YES) { 

fprintf (LogStre3!ll,"Logfile l'arre: \t\t \t") ; 
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fprintf (LogStre3m, "%s\n" , Cfg. LogFileNarre) ; 

fprintf (LogStre3m, "Logfile active: \t\t \t"); 
if (Cfg.I.ogFile=YES) fprintf(I..cgSt.ream, "Yes\n"); 

else fprintf (logStream, "l:b\n") ; 

fpr.intf (LogStre3m, "Clear file l:efore lo:;,gin;J: \ t"); 
if (Cfg .I.ogFileclear=YES) fprintf (I..cgStream, "Yes\n" ); 

else fprintf (LogStream, "N:>\n") ; 

fprintf(LogStream, "Wdte config to file: \t\t" ); 
if (Cfg .I.ogFileConfig=YES) fprintf (LogStream, "Yes\n"); 

else fprintf (LogStream, "l:b\n") ; 

fprintf (LogStre3ITl, "Logfile M::x:le: \ t \ t \ t" l ; 
if (Cfg.I.ogFileM:xE=EA_AIL} fprintf(LogSt.ream, "All events\n"); 

else fprintf(LogStream, "Errors only\n") ; 

fprintf (LogStream, "Con.sole M::x:le: \t\t\t" }; 
if (Cfg. Con.soleM:xE=El>J\ll,} fprintf (LogStream, "All events\n") ; 

else fprintf (LogStream, "Errors only\n") ; 

fpr.intf (LogStream, "Write a:nfig to Con.sole: \t"} ; 
if (Cfg.ConsoleConfig=YES} fprintf(LogStream, "Yes\n"}; 

else fprintf (LogStre3m, "l:b\n") ; 

fprintf (LogStre3m, "Pause l:efore sirrulatir:g: \ t"} ; 
if (Cfg.SimStartPause=YES} fprintf (LogStream, "Yes\n"}; 

else fprintf (LogStream, "l:b\n" ) ; 

fpr.intf (LogStre3ITl, "Report interval (steps) : \ t • l ; 
fprintf (logStream, "%i \n", Cfg. Si.!T'Rep:,rtStep} ; 

if (Cfg.SimStartPa.use) { 

} 

printf ( "Press a key to start s:inulaticn ... \n"}; 
wrile ( !_kl::hit (} l {} 

printf("Press Ctrl-X to stop s:inulatian at any tirre\n \n"} ; 

/ / inserte:i here to take the tirre at the l:eginn:ing of the s:inulaticn 
_st.rcate (I..cgStartiatel ; 
_strtirre (LOgStartTirre) ; 
if (I..cgActive) fprintf(I..cgStream, "Log st.arte::l %s, %s\n" ,LogStartTirre,LogStartiate); 

II ********************************************* sim.Jlatiai lcx:::p 
;,,rule ( ! G8U::uf. stopExecutianFlag} ( 

StepStartTirre=clock(}; 
for (ltdeJ I o:p= 1; M::d?J I o::p<=Cfg. Si.!T'Rep:,rtStep; M:x'eJ I cq>H-) 

rt_0:1eStep(S}; 
) 
StepEl"rlrirre=cl=k () ; 

Step:::omt++; 

/ * 'Ihroogh the logfile/han:ller ~, stepLen:Jth is just the tirre taken for the rn:::xEl 
itself, oot :in::ltrlinJ the overhead~- At the En:l. of the logfile/harxiler c::cd:!, the 
tirre is fcu,d again, am the sleE:p relay v.orke:l. rut fran this. 

*/ 
Step!.en;Jth=StepEn:Il':ure-StepStartTirre; 

if (Stepl.en;,th<StepSize) { / / rra:lel has run inside sal!pletirre 
StepSleepPerc=lOO-((float)StepI..a:gt:h/(float}StepSize)*lOO; 

if (Cfg. Cl:rlsoleM'.de=EA_ALL} { 
printf("%% of step sleE:ping:\t %.lf%%\n" ,StepSleepPerc); 
printf("Ctrl-X to step simllaticn\n\n"}; 

if (I.ogActive=l && Cfg.LogFileM:lde=EA_ALL} { 
fprintf(LogStream, "S:inulatir:g: %llTIS, \ t Sleeping: %.lf%%\n" ,StepI.ergth,StepSleepPerc}; 

I I this is d:xle again, here, to take into acx:amt tirre to execute the SRI' 
I I overh3ad code 
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Stepfu:ll':irre=clock ( ) ; 
St~=S~StepStartT:irre; 
Stepl):tlay= ( (StepSize-StepLergt.h) *a.cx:::KS_PER_SEC) /1000 ; 

} else { / / m:xlll has overrun sarrple t :irre 
ErrorO:unt++; 

Step:)verrun=Stepl.en;jth-StepSize; 
_strtirre (OVen:urtI':irre) ; 

printf("** CNerrun: %irrs (%.lf%%) at %s\n",Steµ)verrun , 
((float) Step:)venun/ (float)StepSize)*lOO,OverruriI'irre); 

printf ( "Ctrl-X to step sinulation\n\n"); 

if (LogActive=l ) { 
fprintf(LogStream,"** Sinulatin;,: %irrs,\t Overrun: %i (% . lf%%) at %s\n",Stepl.ength, 

Steµ)verrun, ( ( float) Step:)venun/ ( float ) StepSize) *100, Overruril'irre) ; 

I I tirre overflc,.,.ej, so no delay necessary 
StepCel.ay=(clock_t)O; 

Sleep ( (r:w:RD) StepD:].ay) ; 

if LkthltO l { 
if L.getch () =CrnLX) { 

GB[hlf. stcpExe;:utionFlag::l; 

if (ssGetS~ted(S) ) braak; 

if ( !GBU::uf.s~tionFlag && !ssGetS~ted(S)) 
/ * Execute ll'CX:El. last t:irre step */ 
Stei:Ca,mt++; 

rt_~tep(SJ; 

* Clearn.ip and exit * 
********************/ 

_strtirre (LogStartTirreJ; I I variables are raised here as t eip store for logfile out:µit 
_strdate(LogStartrate); 
if (LogActiveJ { 

fprintf (LogStream, "Si..rrulation finished %s, %s\n" ,LogStartT:irre,LogStartrate); 
fprintf (I.ogSt.ra3m, "Error count for sinulation: %i of %i steps\n", ErrorCrunt, Step:)::U'lt) ; 
fclose (LogStreamJ ; 

I* El::rl of Miln.c * / 
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Installation and operation 

Installation of Fix32 

Before insta llation of the SimEvap software, Fix32 must be installed on the machine as a 

SCADA node to run the simulator. For details of how to do this, refer to the Fix32 

System Setup manual which accompanies Fix32. For the purposes of this installation 

guide, it is assumed that Fix32 has been installed in the default directory of C:\Fix32. 

Installation of SimEvap 

Once Fix32 is installed, the components for SimEvap must be installed. This is done by 

copying the contents of the "Fix32" directory (4 folders and their contents, named 

"Local", "Pdb", "SimEvap" and "SimPics") on the SRTLink/SimEvap CD into the "Fix32" 

directory on the hard drive. All files that already exist on the hard drive should be 

replaced by those from the CD. 
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Once the folders are copied onto the hard drive, Fix32 must be configured to use the 

correct directories and options. This is run by running the Fix System Configuration 

utility, and selecting "Open" from the File menu. From the dialog box, select 

"Model.SCU" and open it. This wi ll make the settings contained in the fi le current, and 

set the "Model.SCU" file as default. 

The "SimEvap" folder also contains a shortcut for SimEvap. This shortcut should be 

copied into a directory where it can be accessed to run the simulator whenever needed. 

The " lntel lution FIX" folder in the Windows Start menu is ideal for this, allowing a user 

to run Fix32 and then run the simulator. 

Note: This shortcut assumes that the application resides in the C:\Fix32\SimEvap 

directory. If Fix32 has been installed into another directory or drive then a new shortcut 

needs to be created to point at the new location of "SimEvap.exe" . 

Running the Simulator 

Once installed as described above, running the simulator consists of running Fix32 as 

usual. Once active, selecting the "SimEvap" shortcut from the " lntel lution FIX" folder in 

the W indows Start menu wi ll activate the simulator. 

If at any stage the simulator becomes unstable or the user wishes to restart the 

simulation, it can be shut down by going to the SimEvap program in the Windows Task 

Bar and pressing Ctrl-X. This wi ll end the current simu lation, and SimEvap can then be 

executed again from the " lntellution FIX" folder. 

Simulator restrictions and capabilities 

Not al l of the contro ls normally available to the operators are active in the simulator, 

due to limitations in the model. These limitations apply to: 

• Pumps and valves. A lthough visually the pumps are active and the required valves 

are open or closed, altering their state makes no changes to the operation of the 

model. For the purposes of the current simulator, they are effectively cosmetic. 
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• MVR fan. The simulation of the electrical components of the MVR fan is not part of 

the model. Therefore the MVR fan page has no values available to the operator. 

It should be noted that it is possible to push the model beyond it's capabilities but that it 

wi ll still generate temperatures and flows in this region. These numbers will not be 

representative of the operation of the true evaporator. However, in pushing the model 

into this state, an operator if running the real plant wou ld have destroyed it by that stage 

in any case. 

Alterations to the setpoints of the contro l loops are valid, as is the switching from 

automatic to manual and back, along with the manual setting of the valve position. 

Alterations to the PID controller values (the proportional, integral and derivative values) 

are also valid and will affect the model, although due to the limitations of modelling any 

process of this complexity changing the PID controller values on the model does not 

reflect the operation of the plant with the same change. Any such alteration wi ll alter 

the response of the model in the same general fashion as it would on the plant; making 

changes to the plant controller loops based on changes tested on the model is not 

recommended. 

SimEvap Controls Page 

The SimEvap Controls Page button can be found on the main selection bar, at the right 

hand end (Figure 26). The text on the button is red in order to differentiate it from the 

usual buttons in the control system. The control page can be accessed at any time and 

any changes made have instant effect on the simulation. 
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SimEvap 
Controls 
button 

Figure 26 Location of the SimEvap Controls Page selection button 

The SimEvap Controls Page (Figure 27) itself is laid out in a similar fashion to the 

Evaporator Overview page. Variables that can be altered are displayed in dialog boxes 

around the evaporator and are altered by double-clicking on the variable desired, before 

entering a new value. The holding tube time is the only "constant" variable; the other 

variables all have nominal values, along with frequency and time constants. 

Figure 27 SimEvap Controls page 
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A close up of one of the variable dialog boxes can be seen in Figure 28. In common 

with all of the variable dialogs, the top value is the nominal value (in this case measured 

in bar). The bottom two control the variation in the value, with the percentage size 

controlling the amplitude of the variation (in Figure 28 this is 1 % of 10 bar, or 0.1 bar), 

and the variation rate controlling the speed which the value can change at (set to 1.0 

seconds). This equates to a steam pressure which is nominally at 10 bar± 0.1 bar, with 

the fastest possible change (ie. from 9.9 bar to 10.1 bar) being no faster than 1 second. 

Nominal 
value 

Size of 
Variation 

Rate of 
Variation 

Figure 28 Close up of SimEvap control screen variable dialog box 

All of the variables accessible from the SimEvap Controls Page are shown in the same 

fashion, with the exception of the Holding Tube time. The dialog box which is used to 

specify this is shown in Figure 29. As can be seen, there is no variation size or rate, as 

would be expected. Note that any changes made to the holding tube time will take the 

same amount of time before the new delay is fully active. For example, if the holding 

tube time is altered from 60 seconds to 120 seconds, then 120 seconds must elapse 

before the "holding tubes" in the model are working with a full 120 second delay. In 

practice, this effect will normally be unnoticeable. 

Figure 29 Close up of the holding tube dialog box 
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Apart from the holding tube time, the variables that are available to be set are: 

• OSI steam pressure 

• TVR steam pressure 

• Temperature of water from the Cogeneration plant 

• Flow from the concentrate tank to the dryer 

• Flow of milk from the silos to the feed tank 

• Dry matter of the milk flow from the silos 

All of these variables are configured as discussed above with a size and rate of 

variation. If no variation in a variable is desired, set the variation size percentage to 

zero. 

Note that these variables are not usually controllable. They are available in order to set 

up particular situations such as the OSI pressure dropping, or to show the effect of a 

high dry matter on the operation of the evaporator. They could be used for control 

purposes (ie. the evaporator is heating up, so lower the temperature of the cooling water 

supply from the Cogeneration plant), but doing this achieves nothing w ith respect to 

training an operator - would they respond in this fashion to the real evaporator 

overheating? 

Technical Addendum 

The file "SRT.cfg" in the Fix32\ SimEvap directory contains the configuration settings for 

the simulator application. These settings can be altered in order to log the performance 

of the simulator to disk, and to set the display options for the simulator task w indow. 

For a description of these options, refer to SRT Configuration File Options in Appendix 

C: SRT User Manual. Note that this configuration file does not include the values 

displayed on the model control page. 

The start up values for the model control variables are specified in the "lnitFix.cfg" file, 

used by SimEvap. They can be altered, but it should be noted that the model is 

designed to start up in steady state with these values. If they are changed, then the 

model will not st~rt in steady state (although it will still settle to steady state). Alterations 
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to the default values for the PIO controllers can also be made in the " lnitFix.cfg" file, but 

again this will disturb the start-up state of the model. 

For a list of the tags concerning the model control variables, refer to Appendix E : Fix32 

Database and Control Screen Modifications. 
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Installation of the FixNisual C/Simulink 

Development Environment 

Introduction 

For development of this system, three separate pieces of software need to be installed: 

Fix32 6.0 or above, with the EDA libraries and the control database to be used with the 

simulator, Microsoft Visual C++ 5.0, and Matlab, with the Real-time Workshop. In 

synergy these applications create the development environment for the simulator. 

Ideally, a fresh install of Windows NT should be made before installing the above three 

software packages. This may not be strictly necessary, but if for an unknown reason the 

installed software does not work in conjunction, then reinstalling Windows NT could 

solve the problem. 

The installation order of the software does not matter, but the order that they are 

presented in is the order that they were installed in for the development of this 

simulator. However, Microsoft Visual C++ should be installed before Matlab is 

configured to use an external compiler. 

Fix32 

Fix should be installed to the default directory C:\Fix32, and should also be configured 

as a SCADA node. If it is not configured as a SCADA node, then the computer will only 

be able to view other nodes, not manipulate a control database of its own. The name of 

the node (set in the Fix32 Setup program, or in the SCU configuration file) should be 

unique, if the computer is going to be attached to other Fix SCADA nodes. This is to 

ensure that reads and writes with the EDA library do not interfere with other nodes. 

Any of the other options are up to the requirements of the user, and any other demands 

that are to be made on the control system. View and Draw are installed by default, and 

none of the other options are necessary for the operation of the simulator (although they 

might be necessary for the control system concerned to operate). 
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Accompanying Fix is the EDA disk. Once Fix has been installed, the EDA libraries need 

to be installed as well. C:\ Fixtools\ is the default directory for the libraries, the help, 

and the examples. The EDA install program gives the user the option to install for Visual 

C, Visual Basic, or both - only the required development environment is needed (Visual 

C in the case of SRTLink). 

Microsoft Visual C++ 5.0 

This software needs to be installed with the default options. Any of the optional libraries 

need only be installed subject to the requirements of the software to be written. Note 

that none of the extended libraries are necessary for compilation of the SRTLink 

software. 

Simulink 

Matlab needs only to be installed with Simulink and the RTW; installation of any of the 

other toolboxes is subject to the requirements of the simulation being developed. Once 

instal led, the options for creating C MEX files must be set. This is done by typing "mex -

setup", and answering the questions asked. This process creates a default configuration 

file in the \ matlab\ bin directory cal led "mexopts.bat". This fi le needs some manual 

modifications made in order to find and use the EDA libraries. 

Use Notepad to open mexopts.bat, and under the "General Parameters" section, add 

"C:\Fixtools\lnclude" to the INCLUDE parameter. Also add "C:\ Fixtools\ Lib" to the LIB 

parameter. These parameters tell Matlab where to look for the EDA include files, and 

the EDA libraries compiled into the mexfile. 

Under the "Linker Parameters" section, add to the LINKFLAGS parameter both 

"fixtools.lib" and "dmacsdba.lib". These are the static libraries that contain the EDA 

calls. Once included in the "mexopts.bat" file in this fashion, whenever a mexfile is 

created at the Matlab command line these libraries will be included in the link by the 

MSVC linker. The source code still needs to include "fixtools.h" and "fixeda.h" in order 

to utilise the libraries, but due to the modifications in the "General Parameters" section 

the linker will know where these include files are located. 
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Installing the Simulink Components of 

SRTLink 

Before using the SRTLink software to create a simulator, the CMEX files for each driver 

and the Simulink library for inserting the drivers into a model must be installed. These 

files can be installed anywhere under the \matlab directory, providing that the directory 

that they are copied into is added to the Matlab path. The suggested directory for these 

components is \matlab\edalink. 

Create the directory (this manual will assume \matlab\edalink), and copy into it 

lnitFix.dll, FromFix.dll, ToFix.dll, and EDALink.mdl. Start Matlab, and under File go to 

Set Path. Within the dialog box that is brought up go to Add to Path under the Path 

pulldown menu, and type in c:\matlab\edalink, and click on OK. This will add the 

directory to the Matlab path, and give Simulink access to both the EDALink library and 

the driver CMEX files. 

Adding the SRT files to the RTW 

Once Matlab/Simulink has been installed with the RTW, the configuration files for 

SRTLink need to be installed in the \matlab\rtw\c\grt directory. These files are 

"srt_vc.tmf", "srt.tlc", and "srt_main.c". Refer to the RTW Support Files section for 

details on the use and purpose of each of the files. 

RTW Compilation Options for SRTLink 

In the options for a Simulink model is a tab page devoted to options for the RTW (Figure 

30). For the model to be compiled with the SRTLink manager software, two options 

must be changed. The system target file at the top of the window should read "srt.tlc", 

and the template make file option should read "srt_vc.tmf". 
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Make command: '--.......... .;....... ____ --++----1 
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Target 
language 
compiler file 

Template 
makefile 

Figure 30 RTW options screen, set up for SRTLink 

Options, such as static libraries to include in the linking of the software are set within 

the files specified in this dialog box. For the details of these options, refer to the RTW 

Support Files section . 

In general, the RTW does not support compilation of models using variable step solvers. 

This means that the solver type (set in the Solver tab page) must be set to Fixed Step. 

The step size should also be set to a particular value as opposed to "auto". This ensures 

that the permissible sample intervals for the drivers is known, and not dynamic between 

simulations. 

RTW Support Files 

Srt_vc.tmf 

This file is the template makefile used by the RTW to create the C code, and to compile 

the generated code into an application. It is within this file that the name of the C code 

kernel used to create the application is set (in this case, "srt_main.c"). It also specifies 

search paths for external resources, and the names of external libraries to be linked into 

the application. Note that these paths and libraries are separate (but may be identical) 

to those specified in mexopts.bat for the creation of CMEX files. 
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In order to use a particular TMF file for a given model, the name of the TMF file needs to 

be set in the template makefile field of the RTW tab in the model parameters. Once this 

is set, then a build of the model will use the settings specified in the TMF file. 

The file "srt_vc.tmf" is based on "grt_vc.tmf" supplied with Matlab. Modifications have 

been made to include the EDA static libraries in the linking of the software. Note that 

any static libraries that are used in S-functions must be included here as well for the $

functions to work properly. For a full list of modifications made to "srt_vc.tmf", refer to 

the revision history at the beginning of the file. 

Mexopts.bat 

Contained within this file are the settings used for the creation of CMEX files, for use in 

S-function blocks in Simulink. Note that these settings are separate from those in the 

"srt_vc.tmf" file, although the paths and libraries concerned may be identical. The 

parameters set here refer only to compiling CMEX files from the command line w ith the 

"mex" command - if the model is to be compiled w ith the RTW after development and 

testing, then the library paths and names also need to be included "srt_vc.tmf". 

Srt.tlc 

With respect to the SRTLink software, this file is only used to enable or disable the 

creation of a data log in the form of a .MAT fi le. This is done by changing the %assign 

MatFileLogging = 1 line to %assign MatFileLogging = 0. Making this 

change to "srt.tlc" stops the generated EXE file from creating the data log. 

For a full discussion of the options that can be set in a .TLC file, refer to the Simulink 

TLC Reference supplied with Matlab. 
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EDALink 

EDALink is a Si mu link library created for the driver software (Figure 31 ). It contains the 

drivers and the DCP, the EDNSim switch and a unit conversion block that is useful for 

both incoming and outgoing values. 

It is from this library that the drivers are dropped into a simulation model, and 

connected. Note that once the drivers have been inserted into a model, the library link 

must be broken. This can be done by selected one of the drivers, and going to "Break 

Library Link" in the Edit menu. This must be done singly for each of the drivers and the 

DCP. This ensures that any modifications made to the drivers are particular to that 

model, without affecting the EDALink library or others model with the drivers inserted 

into them. 

To bring up the EDALink library for use, just type "edalink" at the Matlab command 

prompt. This assumes that the library and the drivers have been installed, as discussed 

in the " Installing the Simulink Components of SRTLink" section. 

ToFix 

Output 
Driver 

FromFix Write 

Output Once 
Driver I Defaults 

Orivu co ntrol panel Unit Converter 

EDA/Sim switch 

EDALink 
Orivt:is and .assort1:d blocks' for use to 

communi~te v,lue:s to ,nd from, model 
• nd Fi>:32. vi• EDA library c•lls. 

Figure 31 The EDALink library 
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Inserting the Drivers into a Model 

To insert the drivers themselves into a model, all that is necessary is to drag them from 

the EDALink library (including the Driver Control Panel) into the top level of the model. 

This copies the S-functions, and the timing support logic inside the Driver Control Panel. 

Once this step is performed, the library link between the newly copied drivers and 

EDALink must be broken. Selecting one of the drivers or the control panel, and going to 

the Edit pulldown menu, and choosing "Break Library Link" does this. This must be 

done separately for each block. 

Once installed into a model, the drivers can be connected into the control points of the 

model via From/Goto blocks. Both FromFix and ToFix have arrays of From/Goto blocks 

set up according to the structure of the drivers so that they can just be copied from the 

driver blocks into the relevant point in the model. Note that once a Goto block from 

ToFix is inserted into the model, it must be deleted from within the driver subsystem 

(Goto blocks must have a unique label throughout the model). This detail does not 

apply to FromFix; copying a From block out of the FromFix subsystem is allowed 

(multiple From blocks can exist for a given Goto label). It is recommended that the 

From blocks are not deleted from the FromFix subsystem when inserted into the model; 

this ensures that if they are later removed from the model that Simulink will still have a 

From/Goto pair and will not generate warnings upon simulation . 

Also laid out within the structure of the model are generic labels for each From/Goto 

pair. These labels are intended to reflect the configuration files of the drivers. In this 

fashion it can be seen which From/Goto blocks refer to which tag and field within the 

Fix32 control database. 

Configuring the Drivers 

The Driver Control Panel 

The options for the drivers are set in the Driver Control Panel (DCP), shown in Figure 

32. Each driver can be enabled or disabled, and in addition FromFix and ToFix have a 
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sample interval and offset time, both measured in seconds. The sample time is the 

interval that the driver is activated to communicate with the control system, whereas the 

offset is the starting point of the sample intervals. For example, with the sample time set 

to a second, and the offset to half a second, the driver will trigger after half a second of 

simulation time, on one and a half seconds, two and a half, and so on. This function is 

useful if, due to speed restrictions, you wish to trigger the drivers at different times to 

smooth out the communication load. 

Block Parameters : Driwer control panel El 
Driver Control Panel (mask) (link) -. 

Controls the Fnc input arid Ol.tpl.lt drivers. Note that disabfing a drivel does ! 
not stop it tJying to initialise (so e!IOIS could be geneiafed at the beginning j 
of the simulation). but.st~ it wiiting.or reacing any data from or tci FDC · . ! 
during the simulation. . . . . ! 

FromFix Offset (seconds) 

0 

R. T oFl!C Enable 
T ofix Interval (seconds] 

1, - -- -- -.-, 
. -· - -· ....... - ·,..-,' ·-·- ·---- ·-~~.::;;.;,--;;,,~~ 

T oFix Offset (seconds) 

EDA/Sin Switches 

Help Close 

Figure 32 Driver Control Panel 

' ' ,. 

Note that disabling a driver only disables it once the simulation has started - Simulink 

must of necessity initialise every block within a model. This means that the drivers will 

still read in their respective configuration files and try to connect with Fix32, but once 

Simulink starts stepping through the simulation no communication will occur. 

The sample interval of each driver must be a multiple of the sample time of the model. 

This restriction also applies to the offset time. The sample time of the model can be set 

in the Simulink model Options in the Solver tab page. If this restriction is broken, then 

Simulink will not run or compile the model and will notify the user of the problem. 
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The Driver Configuration Files 

Each of the drivers has a configuration file associated with it which contains a list of the 

tags and fields that each channel in the driver is linked with. The names of these files 

are "ToFix.cfg", " FromFix.cfg", and " lnitFix.cfg", each referring to the named driver. 

The "ToFix.cfg" file and the " FromFix.cfg" file both have a common format. Each line is 

in the form of "x = tag.field", where x refers to the number of the channel of the driver 

within Simulink. The tag and field specification refers to the location within Fix32 for 

either the storage or retrieval of data, dependant on w hich driver is under discussion. 

The format of the " lnitFix.cfg" fi le is the same as the previous two, with one small 

difference. At the end of each line a numerical value must be specified, separated from 

the rest of the line by a comma. For example, 

12 = TANKSP.F_CV,20 

specifies that upon initialisation of the model a va lue of 20 will be inserted into the 

TANKSP block within Fix32. The va lue of 20 will also be available within the model, if 

needed, on channel 12 of the lnitFix driver. 

The only other option which can be changed in the configuration files for the drivers is 

the name of the node that communication is carried out to. Th is is done by specifyi ng 

"NODE = xxxxxx" in any of the three configuration files. Note that each driver uses an 

independent node; they are not required to write or read data from the same node 

(although in normal operation it would be expected that the node name would be the 

same for each driver). If a node is not specified within the configuration, a default node 

name of "MODEL" is used by the driver to bui ld the NTF addresses. 

All of the drivers will ignore any text occurring on a line following a semicolon, 

allowing the user to insert comments into the configuration file. For example: 
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for the holding tank simulator 
nodename for the model 
this is the level of tank 1 
this is the speed of pump 1 

The list of channels and associated tags and fields also does not have to be in numerical 

order, and any invalid lines are reported to the screen and the line ignored. An invalid 

line can be caused by a non-existent tag or field being specified, or by giving a channel 

number than is larger than the maximum for the driver (300 for each of the drivers). An 

error is also generated by lnitFix if no value is specified at the end of a line. If a channel 

number occurs more than once within a configuration file, then the most recent valid 

definition is used by the driver - the others are ignored. 

SRT Configuration File Options 

The file "SRT.cfg" is a text file read in by a simulator at runtime. The structure of the file 

is similar to that of a .INI file; the options do not need to be in any order, they are not 

case sensitive, and anything after a semicolon on a line is considered a comment and 

ignored. A given option is set with the option label, followed by an equals sign, 

followed by the value of the option. Any invalid options are reported by the simulator 

when run and then ignored (the default va lue is used in place of the invalid setting). All 

options are specified without quotes, although they are listed below within quotes. For 

example, LogFile=Yes is valid, while LogFile="Yes" is not. 

The configurable options are: 

• LogFi leName The name of the log file to be written to disk. This option is moot if 

LogFile is set to No. The filename is specified without quotes with an extension if 

one is desired ie. LogFileName=mylogfile. txt. The default va lue for this 

option is " logfile.txt" 

• LogFile Whether or not a log file is to be written to the disk. Valid settings for this 

option are "Yes" and "No". The default value for this option is "Yes". 

• LogFileClear Whether the current simulation log is appended to an existing log, or 

an existing logs are cleared before the simulation begins. Valid settings are "Yes" 

and "No"; setting this option to "Yes" will clear an existing log. If no previous log 
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exists (called LogFileName), then this option has no effect. This option also has no 

effect if LogFile is set to "No". The default value for LogFileClear is "No" (the new 

log wi 11 be appended to the previous log). 

• LogFileConfig Whether or not the current configuration settings of the simulator are 

written into the log file. Valid settings are "Yes" and "No". This option has no effect 

if LogFile is set to "No". The default value for LogFileConfig is "Yes". 

• LogFileMode Whether all intervals are written to the log file, or only intervals in 

which an overrun has occurred. Va lid settings are "All " (a ll intervals are w ritten to 

the log file) and "Errors" (only intervals with errors are written to the log file). This 

option has no effect if LogFile is set to "No". The default value for LogFileMode is 

"All" . 

• ConsoleMode Whether all intervals, or just intervals in wh ich errors occur are 

printed into the console window whi le the simulation is running. Valid settings are 

"All" (all intervals are displayed in the console window) and "Errors" (only intervals 

with errors are displayed). The default value for this option is "Al l". 

• ConsoleConfig Whether or not the current configuration settings of the simulator 

are displayed in the console window when the simulator is started. Valid settings 

are "Yes" and "No". The default value for this option is "Yes". 

• SimStartPause Whether or not the simulator waits for a keypress before starting the 

simulation. Valid settings are "Yes" and "No". If this option is set to "Yes", then 

once the simulation is initialised the simulator will display "Press a key to start 

simulation ... " in the command window and wait until a key is pressed before 

beginning the simulation loop. The default value for this option is "Yes". 

• SimReportStep The interval (in steps) in which a report is generated, either for a log 

file or for display in the console window. This must be a positive non-zero integer. 

Note that the amount of real time that this figure represents depends on the step 

size of the simu lation. The default value for this option is 10. 

Log file Format 

The log file for a simulation is merely to keep a record of the simulator timing and 

overflows. It does not record any of the values or characteristics of the model over the 
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period the simulator is active. To record the values within the model, the simulator 

needs to be recompiled with the MatFileLogging = 1 option set in the "Srt.tlc" file. 

An example of a typical log file is shown in Figure 33. The first four lines of the file are 

the header, stating which version of the SRTLink OS was used to generate the log file 

and the name of the model embedded in the OS. The sample interval and the report 

interval refer to the sample time of the model and the real-time report interval 

respectively. 

The LogFileConfig option was set to "Yes" for this simulation and the current settings of 

the simulator can be seen following the header. Following that is the starting time and 

date for the log and the actual logged report intervals. These each equate to one second 

of real time, with the time in milliseconds giving the amount of each second spent 

performing the model simulation. The percentage given on each line is the amount of 

"sleeping" time for each report interval. 

Sleeping Real-Time Simulator Version 3.01 
Model: SimEvap 
Sample interval (ms): 100 
Report interval (ms): 1000 

Logfile Name: 
Logfile active: 
Clear file before logging: 
Write config to file: 
Logfile Mode: 
Console Mode: 

logfile.txt 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
All events 
All events 

Write Config to Console: Yes 
Pause before simulating: No 
Report interval (steps): 10 
Log started 13:12:19, 04/11/99 
Simulating: 380ms, Sleeping: 62.0% 
Simulating: 40ms, Sleeping: 96.0% 
** Simulating: 1090ms, Overrun: 90 (9.0%) 
Simulating: 40ms, Sleeping: 96.0% 
Simulating: 50ms, Sleeping: 95.0% 
Simulating: 50ms, Sleeping: 95.0% 
Simulating: 41ms, Sleeping: 95.9% 
Simulating: 40ms, Sleeping: 96.0% 
Simulation finished 13:12:27, 04/11/99 
Error count for simulation: 1 of 8 steps 

} Heade< 

at 13:12:21 

Simulator 
settings 

Simulation 
loop results 

} Footer 

Figure 33 Example log file from the SRTLink OS 
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Note that there was an overflow in the third second of 90 milliseconds. This has been 

flagged in the log file and the actual time it occurred noted. Finally there is the footer 

giving the time that the simulation was ended and the total error count for the 

simulation. 
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General Notes 

These notes are in no particular order, but could be useful for problem solving or 

technical background on the simulator. Most of the points listed here are also mention 

elsewhere within the thesis. 

• Note that the sample times of the inputs to the driver blocks need to be set to a 

multiple of the sample time of the model. 

• The node name can be defined differently for FromFix and ToFix. Although this is 

perfectly legal and both will continue to work independently of each other, there is 

no practical reason for doing this. Results of configuring the drivers like this are 

undefined, especiall y if there is a feedback to the model through the drivers. 

• When running a model in Simulink with the drivers in it, the DLL's must be 

available in the Matlab path. 

• Any non-EDA errors generated (ie. fatal errors occurring in md!Starb are handled via 

ssSetErrorStatus and ssSetStopRequested. The error trap is in the execution loop of 

srt_main.c, and the error handler is the code following the loop. Any EDA errors 

that occur (ie. within md!OutputSJ are printed to the screen (not the log file) , and 

operation continues. Errors at this point should only be range errors. 

• Although it is possible to save all the VSP information for the EDA calls, hereby 

removing the need for calling eda_lookup, this step was seen as unnecessary. 

Because the tags do not change once initialised, one lookup is all that is needed, 
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and this is done in md/Start before the actual simulation is run. During the actual 

simulation, there is no speed gain by pre-reading the VSP information from a file. 

Also, by leaving the tags to be read at the beginning of each simulation, any changes 

that are made to the control database are coped with without needing a currency 

check to be performed. 

• Note that only FromFix is capable (at this point) of looking after ASCII A_xx fields - it 

was seen as unnecessary to implement this in ToFix. 

• The EDA calls in the simulator seem to induce some clock skew - possibly because 

the EDA calls are initialised while the model is running, but are not actually 

performed (due to the multitasking operating system and the EDA call structure). 

Instead, they are run in separate threads while the model is sleeping, which skews 

the timing of the simulator thread. The sleep command refers only to the time in 

that thread, not absolute time and this being a serial processor performing time

slicing, clock skew occurs. The magnitude of this skew is small however - in the 

region of a millisecond a second. 

FromFix 

Purpose 

S-function driver to be included in the Simulink model , to take values from Fix via EDA 

and make them available in the model. 

Refer to the beginning of the code file "FromFix.c" for a revision history. 

Function List 

The performed tasks are broken into the routines under which they are performed, for 

the sake of clarity. Note that each of these function names refer to the entrypoints in the 

CMEX file. Refer to Appendix A for the code listing. 
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mdllnitalizeSizes 

• Allocates one output port for the values received from Fix32, and one input port for 

control purposes. 

• All of the port widths are set to DYNAMICALLY _SIZED. This allows the number of 

muxed channels being input into the block to set the size of the port subject to the 

maximum set with the NTF _LIST _LENGTH #define. 

mdllnitalizeSampleTimes 

The sample time of the block is set to the sample time of the model which is found with 

the ssCetSampleTime(S) routine. Doing this allows for the block to be triggered on 

every time step if so configured by the driver control panel (triggering a block faster than 

the fixed-step sample time of the model is not allowed by Simulink). 

md/SetWorkWidths 

Set the size of RWork, IWork and PWork vectors. The PWork vector is used to pass 

variables from md/Start to md/Outputs, once they have been set with the parameters 

read in from the configuration file. 

Length of the PWork vector is set to 9. The indexes within the vector refer to: 

1. GroupHandle 

2. NTFHandle 

3. NodeName 

4. TagList 

5. Field List 

6. NTFCount 

7. PackedNTFList 

8. ValidNTFList 

9. VNTFCount 
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md/Start 

This routine is used to set up the driver, based on the data stored in the configuration 

file. Once configured, pointers in the PWork vector are pointed at the data to make it 

available to md/Outputs. 

• Reads list of tags and fields in from a file (by default from "FromFix.cfg"), and stores 

them in TagList and Fie/dList. The name of the node to be used for al I the EDA cal Is 

is also read in. As these lists are created, the PackedNTFListis also built. Range and 

error checking is done as the tags are read in (note this does not include EDA error 

checks). Reads from the file are in the form "l = tag.field". The number that is 

associated with a tag refers to the muxed line that the value for this tag is output 

from the driver. 

• Defines a group CroupHand/e, then defines NTF's and adds the NTF handles to the 

group via NTFHandle. A pointer to the group is then inserted into PWork so it can 

be accessed in md/Outputs. 

• Sets the access rights for the database. This is not strictly necessary for versions of 

Fix beyond 3.x, but was included for the sake of completeness. 

• Does an eda_/ookup of the group, so that the VSP's and PDBSN are known and 

stored before speed becomes a constraint. 

• Loops through the PackedNTFList array checking all tags for EDA errors. This 

generates an array called ValidNTFList, which contains all the tags checked as valid 

by Fix32. 

• Note that Taglndex starts at 1 and goes up from there. This refers to which input 

into the mux block in the driver that that tag/field is for. Number 1 is the first, 2 the 

second, and so on. However, inside the $-function these values must have one 

subtracted from them, because arrays in C/C++ start at 0. So the first tag is stored in 

the arrays at index 0, the second at index 1, etc. 

• Pointers to all the variables are put into PWorkso that they can be pulled out by any 

of the other routines in From Fix. 
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md/Outputs 

• Using the pointers in PWork, setup data is recovered as defined in md/Start. 

Although not strictly necessary, for the sake of readability the variables are put into 

pointers of the same name as in md/Start. 

• The GroupHandle (ie. the values relating to the list of tags in GroupHandle) is read 

from Fix32 and the individual tags are taken from the buffer and put onto the output 

port of the block. eda_get_ascii and eda_get_f/oat are used depending on the prefix 

of the name of the field concerned. 

md/Terminate 

• The GroupHandle pointer is pulled out of the PWork vector, and checked for NULL 

- if it's not NULL (ie. a valid handle), then it's deallocated. 

Defines 

Defines are listed in the order that they are defined within the code. 

CONFIG_FILE_NAME "fromfix.cfg" 
NUM_TAGS_OUT ssGetOutputPortWidth(S,O) II width of the mux feed into the 

driver 
TF_SEP 1111 II seperator for tag/field in the config file 
DEF _NODE_NAME "MODEL" II default node name 
NUM_PARAMS (0) II number of parameters expected from the block 
NTF _LIST _LENGTH (300) II max number of NTF's 
NTF _STRING_SIZE (40) II max length of NTF strings 
GH IDX (0) II index in the PWork vector for passing 

GroupHandle 
NTF _IDX (1) II index in the PWork vector for passing 

NTFHandle 
NN_IDX (2) II index ,n the PWork vector for passing 

NodeName 
TL_IDX (3) II index in the PWork vector for passing Taglist 
FL_IDX (4) II index in the PWork vector for passing Fieldlist 
NTFC_IDX (5) II index in the PWork vector for passing 

NTFCount 
PNTFL_IDX (6) II index in the PWork vector for passing 

PackedNTFList 
VNTFL_IDX (7) II index in the PWork vector for passing 

ValidNTFList 
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PWORK_SIZE 
RWORK_SIZE 
IWORK_SIZE 
CONTROL_PORT 
CP _SIZE 
CP _ENABLE 
BUFFER_LENGTH 

Notes 
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(8) 

VNTFCount 
(9) 

(0) 

(0) 

(0) 
(1 ) 
(0) 

(40) 

// index in the PWork vector for passing 

// defines which input port is the control port 
// width of control port 
// index in Control Port for enable toggle 
// length of ASCII 1/0 buffer to read values 

Because a recompile is needed if any of the model settings or the $-function code is 

changed it was seen as pointless to put the name of the configuration file for the driver 

as an option in the model, given that all the other options are set in the $-function code. 

So there are no options that are set in the model, aside from the sample interval - all are 

set as defines in the code itself. 

It was decided to implement float/ASCII readability for the FromFix driver because some 

of the fields in a block (the EGU limits for instance) are not stored as floats, but only as 

ASCII. This was not done for ToFix because model responses are all sent to Al or DI 

input blocks, which use float values only. 

This driver is based on ToFix.c, so most of the code (especially in md/Starb is identical 

to that in ToFix.c. The only major difference is in md/Outputs, where data is read rather 

than written with EDA. Other minor differences are in defining the number of input and 

output ports and so forth . 

ToFix 

Purpose 

Driver $-function to be included in the Simulink model, to take values from the model 

and send them to Fix32 via EDA. 

Refer to the beginning of the code file "ToFix.c" for a revision history. 
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Function List 

The performed tasks are broken into the routines under which they are performed, for 

the sake of clarity. Note that each of these function names refer to the entrypoints in the 

CMEX file. Refer to Appendix A for the code listing. 

mdllnitalizeSizes 

• Al locates two input ports, one for the va lues to be sent to Fix32 and one for control 

purposes. 

• All of the port widths are set to DYNAMICALLY_SIZED. This al lows the number of 

muxed channels being input into the block to set the size of the port subject to the 

maximum set with the NTF _LIST_LENGTH #define. 

mdllnitalizeSampleTimes 

The sample time of the block is set to the sample time of the model wh ich is found with 

the ssCetSampleTime(S) routine. Doing th is allows for the block to be triggered on 

every time step if so configured by the driver control panel (triggering a block faster than 

the fixed-step sample time of the model is not allowed by Simulink). 

md/SetWorkWidths 

Set the size of RWork, IWork and PWork vectors. The PWork vector is used to pass 

variables from md/Start to md/Outputs, once they have been set with the parameters 

read in from the configuration fi le. 

Length of the PWork vector is set to 9. The indexes within the vector refer to: 

1. GroupHandle 

2. NTFHandle 

3. NodeName 

4. Taglist 
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5. Field List 

6. NTFCount 

7. PackedNTFList 

8. ValidNTFList 

9. VNTFCount 

md/Start 

This routine is used to set up the driver, based on the data stored in the configuration 

file. Once configured, pointers in the PWork vector are pointed at the data to make it 

available to md/Outputs. 

• Reads list of tags and fields in from a file (by default from "ToFix.cfg"), and stores 

them in Taglistand Fieldlist The name of the node to be used for all the EDA calls 

is also read in. As these lists are created, the PackedNTFListis also built. Range and 

error checking is done as the tags are read in (note this does not include EDA error 

checks). Reads from the file are in the form "1 = tag.field". The number that is 

associated with a tag refers to the muxed line that the value for this tag is taken from. 

• Defines a group CroupHand/e, then defines NTF's and adds the NTF handles to the 

group via NTFHandle. A pointer to the group is then inserted into PWork so it can 

be accessed in md/Outputs. 

• Sets the access rights for the database. This is not strictly necessary for versions of 

Fix beyond 3.x, but was included for the sake of completeness. 

• Does an eda_/ookup of the group, so that the VSP's and PDBSN are known and 

stored before speed becomes a constraint. 

• Loops through the PackedNTFList array checking all tags for EDA errors. This 

generates an array called ValidNTFList, which contains all the tags checked as valid 

by Fix32. 

• Note that Taglndex starts at 1 and goes up from there. This refers to which input 

into the mux block in the driver that that tag/field is for. Number 1 is the first, 2 the 

second, and so on. However, inside the S-function these values must have one 
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subtracted from them, because arrays in CIC++ start at 0. So the first tag is stored in 

the arrays at index 0, the second at index 1, etc. 

• Pointers to all the variables are put into PWorkso that they can be pulled out by any 

of the other routines in From Fix (in this version this only relates to md/OutputSJ. 

md/Outputs 

• Using the pointers in PWork, setup data is recovered as defined in md/Start. 

Although not strictly necessary, for the sake of readability the variables are put into 

pointers of the same name as in md/Start. 

• Values are read from the input port at each of the defined and valid tag indexes on 

the port, and put into CroupHand/e ready to be communicated to Fix. eda_ write is 

called to communicate the values and all the tags are checked for errors. 

md/Terminate 

• The GroupHandle pointer is pulled out of the PWork vector, and checked for NULL 

- if it's not NULL (ie. a valid handle), then it's deallocated. 

Defines 

Defines are listed in the order that they are defined within the code. 

CONFIG_FILE_NAME "tofix.cfg" 
NUM_ TAGS_IN ssGetlnputPortWidth(S,O) II width of the mux feed into the 

driver 
TF_SEP 1111 II seperator for tag/field in the config file 
DEF _NODE_NAME "MODEL" II default node name 
NUM_PARAMS (0) II number of parameters expected from the block 
NTF _LIST_LENGTH (300) II max number of NTF's 
NTF _STRING_SIZE (40) II max length of NTF strings 
GH_IDX (0) II index in the PWork vector for passing 

GroupHandle 
NTF_IDX (1) II index in the PWork vector for passing 

NTFHandle 
NN_IDX (2) II index in the PWork vector for passing 

NodeName 
TL_IDX (3) II index in the PWork vector for passing TagList 
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FL_IDX 
NTFC_IDX 

PNTFL_IDX 

VNTFL_IDX 

VNTFC_IDX 

PWORK_SIZE 

RWORK_SIZE 
IWORK_SIZE 
DATA_PORT 
CONTROL_PORT 
CP_WIDTH 
CP _ENABLE 

Notes 

(4) 
(5) 

NTFCount 
(6) 

PackedNTFList 
(7) 

ValidNTFList 
(8) 
VNTFCount 
(9) 

above) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
(1) 
(1 ) 

(0) 

II index in the PWork vector for passing Fieldlist 
II index in the PWork vector for passing 

II index in the PWork vector for passing 

II index in the PWork vector for passing 

II index in the PWork vector for passing 

II size of PWork Vector (1 +largest index value 

II size of RWork Vector 
II size of !Work Vector 
II defines which input port is for data 
II defines which input port is the control port 
II width of control port 
II index in Control Port for enable toggle 

Because a recompile is needed if any of the model settings or the $-function code is 

changed, it was seen as pointless to put the name of the configuration file for the driver 

as an option in the model, given that all the other options are set in the $-function code. 

So there are no options that are set in the model, aside from the sample interval - all are 

set as defines in the code itself. 

Important: The value that is passed to Fix, via eda_set_float, must be in a float and 

passed as "&floatvar" (see code fragment below, in the last line of the for loop). Casting 

the variable does not seem to work, nor does any other data type (int, double, etc). 

Therefore a variable of type float is defined and before sending a value (of any type) to 

Fix32, it is put into this variable. 

static void mdlOutputs(SimStruct *S, int_T tid) { 
float Value; 

for (i=O;i<*VNTFCount;i++) { 
NTFindex=ValidNTFList[i]; 
Value=(float)*uPtrs[NTFindex]; 
err=eda_set_float(GroupHandle,NTFHandle[NTFindex], 

&Value); 
} 
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Note that the type GNUM is a pointer to a structure, not the actual EDA group structure. 

Because of this references to it in md!Outputs do not need the * operator, as the other 

single value variables passed through PWork do. Note also that arrays do not need the 

* operator as the name of an array is a pointer to the first element in the array -

references into arrays are therefore pointer arithmetic. The uPtrs type (defined in 

"simstruct.h") is a pointer to an array of pointers. It therefore must be used in the form x 

= *uPtrs[O] to reduce the indirection by one level. 

For an unknown reason, "while (!_kbhit()) {)" doesn't work in the S-function error 

handler to insert a pause for a keypress. Therefore, rather than just letting the window 

close without giving the user to see any errors displayed, a 5 second pause has been 

inserted. 

Note that the ToFix driver cannot communicate anything except float values to Fix. This 

is not viewed as a problem or restriction because the Simulink model does not produce 

anything except floats, and Fix32 does not expect input into non-float tag/fields. 

However, it is possible to specify a non-float tag/field in the config file and the driver 

will try to output a value to it. This will at most result in a consistently generated 

"wrong data type" error from Fix. 

lnitFix 

Purpose 

Initialise Fix32 to start with values for the simulation (typically these are PID controller 

parameters and setpoints). 

Refer to the beginning of the code file "lnitFix.c" for a revision history. 
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Function List 

The performed tasks are broken into the routines under which they are performed, for 

the sake of clarity. Note that each of these function names refer to the entrypoints in the 

CMEX file. Refer to Appendix A for the code listing. 

mdllnitalizeSizes 

• Allocates one output port for the values received from Fix32, and one input port for 

control purposes. 

• All of the port widths are set to DYNAMICALLY _SIZED. This allows the number of 

muxed channels being input into the block to set the size of the port subject to the 

maximum set with the NTF _LIST _LENGTH #define. 

mdllnitalizeSampleTimes 

The sample time of the block is set to the sample time of the model which is found with 

the ssCetSampleTime(S) routine. Doing this allows for the block to be triggered on 

every time step if so configured by the driver control panel (triggering a block faster than 

the fixed-step sample time of the model is not allowed by Simulink). 

md/Start 

This routine is used to set up the driver, based on the data stored in the configuration 

file. Unlike FromFix and ToFix however, there is no communication from md/Startto 

md/Outputs. All of the tasks performed by lnitFix are done in md/Start, md!Outputs is 

empty. The PWorkvector is therefore not used. 

• Reads list of tags and fields in from a file (by default from "ToFix.cfg"), and stores 

them in Taglistand Fie/dlist The name of the node to be used for all the EDA calls 

is also read in. As these lists are created, the PackedNTFListis also built. Range and 

error checking is done as the tags are read in (note this does not include EDA error 

checks). Reads from the file are in the form "1 = tag.field,x". The number that is 
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associated with a tag refers to the muxed line that the value for this tag is taken from. 

The initialisation value (x) associated with each tag is stored in the OnceVa/uearray. 

• Defines a group CroupHand/e, then defines NTF's and adds the NTF handles to the 

group via NTFHandle 

• Sets the access rights for the database. This is not strictly necessary for versions of 

Fix beyond 3.x, but was included for the sake of completeness. 

• Does an eda_lookup of the group, so that the VSP's and PDBSN are known. 

• Loops through the PackedNTFList array checking all tags for EDA errors. This 

generates an array called ValidNTFList, which contains all the tags checked as valid 

by Fix32. 

• Note that Taglndex starts at 1 and goes up from there. This refers to which input 

into the mux block in the driver that that tag/field is for. Number 1 is the first, 2 the 

second, and so on. However, inside the S-function these values must have one 

subtracted from them, because arrays in C/C++ start at 0. So the first tag is stored in 

the arrays at index 0, the second at index 1, etc. 

• Values are taken from the OnceValue and inserted into CroupHand/e. The EDA 

group is then written out to Fix32, and the write checked for errors. Any errors that 

have occurred are displayed in the console window. CroupHand/e is then released. 

md/Outputs 

This function is does not contain any code because all of the initialisation has already 

occurred in md/Start. Note that it is defined, however; Simulink will not use a CMEX file 

if it does not have this entrypoint. 

md/Terminate 

This function is does not contain any code because no variables have been inserted into 

PWork. Note that it is defined, however; Simulink will not use a CMEX file if it does not 

have this entrypoint. 
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Defines 

Defines are listed in the order that they are defined within the code. 

CONFIG_FILE_NAME "initfix.cfg" 
NUM_ TAGS_IN ssGetlnputPortWidth(S,O) II width of the mux feed into the 

TF_SEP 
DEF _NODE_NAME 
NUM_PARAMS 
NTF _LIST _LENGTH 
NTF _STRING_SIZE 
PWORK_SIZE 

RWORK_SIZE 
IWORK_SIZE 
CONTROL_PORT 
CP_WIDTH 
CP _ENABLE 
ONCE_PORT 

Notes 

driver 
1111 

"MODEL" 
(0) 
(300) 
(40) 
(0) 

above) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
(1 ) 
(0) 
(0) 

II seperator for tag/field in the config file 
II default node name 
II number of parameters expected from the block 
II max number of NTF's 
II max length of NTF strings 
II size of PWork Vector (1 +largest index value 

II size of RWork Vector 
II size of IWork Vector 
II defines which input port is the control port 
II width of control port 
II index in ControlPort for enable toggle 
II number of output port used for writeonce list 

This driver is a cut-down version of ToFix. The modifications are: 

1. md/Outputs does not contain any code. During the simulation itself, when 

md/Outputs is called by Simulink there are no tasks for lnitFix to perform; all the 

tasks are performed before the simulation loop is entered. 

2. While reading in the tag list, the initialisation values are also read in parallel. They 

are stored in the OnceValue array to be written to Fix32 after closing the 

configuration file. 

3. Unlike FromFix and ToFix, which do not perform any EDA reads or writes in 

md/Start, lnitFix writes the values stored in OnceValue to Fix32 at the end of the 

routine. 

Although there is no code in both md/Outputs and md/Terminate, both are still defined 

in the source code. This is because Simulink will not use a CMEX file if it does not have 
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the required entrypoints defined in it, regardless of whether they perform any functions 

or not. 

Srt_main 

Purpose 

Real time kernel of the linked application, used to handle errors and timing in the model 

at runtime. 

Refer to the beginning of the code file "srt_main.c" for a revision history. 

Function List 

• Looks in the current d irectory for a configuration file (by default called "SRT.cfg"). If 

the file is found, then the settings are read from it and used to configure the 

simulator. If no configuration file is found , then the user is notified and a new 

standard configuration file written, using the default settings. Any parameters that 

are not explicitly set in the configuration file or have invalid settings default to set 

va lues (valid settings and defaults listed below). If the file cannot be found, then a 

new default one is created. The parameters that are set are: 

• LogFileName: Name of the log file (valid filename, default " logfi le.txt") 

• LogFile: Whether or not to write events to a log file ("Yes" or " No", default 

"Yes") 

• LogFileClear: Clear the log file at the beginning of each simulation ("Yes" or 

" No", default "No") 

• LogFileConfig: Write simulator configuration details to the log file at the 

beginning of each simulation ("Yes" or "No", default "Yes") 
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• LogFileMode: Which class of events to write to the log file ("Errors" or "All", 

default "All") 

• ConsoleMode: Which class of events to write to the console window ("Errors" or 

"All", default "All") 

• ConsoleConfig: Write configuration details to console window at the beginning 

of a simulation ("Yes" or "No", default "Yes") 

• SimStartPause: Wait for user to press a key before beginning the simulation 

("Yes" or "No", default "Yes") 

• SimReportStep: Sets the interval (number of steps) between writing to the log file 

(positive integer, default 10) 

• Runs the model in a loop. The model is run for SimReportStep intervals to find the 

values for the current time step and the time taken to compute this information 

measured. Dependant on the configuration settings, timing information for that step 

is written to a log file and to the console window. The current time is then taken 

again, to take into account the time taken to execute the overhead code and then a 

delay is calculated to ensure the next series of steps begin calculation at the correct 

point in real-time to synchronise the simulation with real-time. 

Upon exiting the loop, memory is cleaned up, the log file (if any) has the finish time of 

the simulation written to it, and is closed. 

Defines 

Defines are listed in the order that they are defined within the code. 

EA_ERRORS (0) 
EA_ALL (1) 
NO (0) 
YES (1) 
LF _NAME_LENGTH (40) 
struct CFG_STRUCT { 

// action only on errors 
// action on all steps 
// used for config stuff 
// ditto 

// length of the log file name 

char LogFileName[LF _NAME_LENGTH]; 
file 

// name of the log 
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int LogFile; // Y/N flag: write a log file or not 
int LogFileClear; // Y/N flag: clear log file before writing 
int LogFileConfig; // Y/N flag: write configuration to log file 
int LogFileMode; // EA setting · 
int ConsoleMode; // EA setting 
int ConsoleConfig; // Y/N flag: display config settings at start 
int SimStartPause; // Y/N flag: wait before beginning 
int SimReportStep; // positive integer for report interval 

} Cfg = {"logfile.txt",YES,NO,YES,EA_ALL,EA_ALL,YES,YES, 1 OJ;// defaults - if not set in 
CONFIG_FILE, left as is 

CONFIG_FILE "srt.cfg" // name of config file 

Notes 

• Because the simulation is only ever going to be run with a fixed step solver and 

there are no variable time blocks in the model , it was pointless to tie anything to an 

interrupt, although the code would have been somewhat more flexible. For this 

reason, the file that was used as a base for the development of srt_main.c, was 

grt_main.c (Generic Real-time). Alterations that were made are listed in the revision 

history in the file itself. 

• The options set in the configuration file were put in a file rather than in options 

entered into a block mask in Simulink so that after the model has been compiled, it 

does not need to be re-compiled to change the options. The structure of the 

configuration file reading code is easily extensible for further development in this 

direction. 

• The code for the configuration file is considerably more complex than strictly 

necessary, but this was in order to make it as robust as possible from the viewpoint 

of the operators. The addition of comments (and the attendant parsing code) was 

considered useful, again from the viewpoint of the operators. 

• The time taken for the model to execute is taken directly after the execution of the 

model for one time interval (SimReportStep multiplied by the sample time of the 

mode) and it is this value that is written to the log file. However, this value does not 

take into account the delay from the overhead code to write to the log file and do 

the timing calculations. Therefore after the overhead code has executed, the time is 
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taken again and the sleeping delay is calculated with this. This is done to reduce 

clock skew on the simulation, although the overhead codes runs in well under Sms. 

• Most models compiled to run as a simulator will have fast system dynamics and so 

the fixed sample speed of the model must be set quite small to stop errors 

accumulating (-0.1 seconds). Reporting to the display and to a log file at this 

frequency was seen as overkill , so the provision for SimReportStep was included. 

Note that the interval for communication to Fix32 (set in the Driver Control Panel in 

the model) is independent of the SimReportStep interval. 

• Errors from the S-function drivers are reported to "Srt_main.c" via the 

ssSetErrorStatus and ssSetStopRequested The error handlers follow the main 

execution loop, and handle the generated error. Nothing is done with in the S

function drivers themselves. 

• The error handler that is evoked at the end of the simulation loop dependent on the 

exit condition (ssSetStopRequested, ssSetErrorStatus, Ctrl X) does not seem to 

correctly run code in front of the exit(l ) statements in each handler. This must be a 

compiler or linker issue, but I can find no solution . Hence the use of Sleep to cause 

a delay on an errored exit - an API call is not run through the compiler. 

• The Ctrl-X check is at the end of the simulation loop after the sleeping period to 

allow the user a time interval over which they can press Ctrl-X. In general, the delay 

will be longer than the model so it makes sense to put it after the delay rather than 

after the mode. The drawback to this approach is that if the user pushes Ctrl-X while 

the model is executing, the delay for that step will still occur before the simulation 

loop is exited the next time around. 
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APPENDIX E : FIX32 
DATABASE AND CONTROL 

SCREEN MODIFICATIONS 

Fix32 Database Modifications 

These modification were made to the POWDER database, dated 1 5/1 0/98. For 

information on how to make the modifications listed here, refer to the Database Builder 

Manual supplied with Fix32. 

Note: The new blocks should be added to the database before the global modifications 

are made. This ensures that the numbering of the 1/0 addresses is consistent. 

Blocks added 

These blocks have no bearing on the control of the model; they are used for the control 

of the model, via the SimEvap Controls page added to the Fix32 control system. Each of 

the blocks is an AR (Analog Register) block, and has the tag name of "MC_xxx" to 

differentiate them from the existing blocks. 

• MC_HOLD Used to store the holding tube time (seconds). 

• MC_ Wl Used to store the nominal value of the steam pressure into the DSI (bar). 

• MC_ VP1 Percentage variation of the DSI steam pressure. This is a percentage of the 

nominal value. 

• MC_ VR1 Rate of variation of the DSI steam pressure (seconds). This is the smallest 

amount of time in which the variable can change from its minimum variation value 

to it's maximum variation. 

• MC_ W2 Used to store the nominal value of the steam pressure to the TVR (bar). 
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• MC_ VP2 Percentage variation of the TVR steam pressure. This is a percentage of 

the nominal value. 

• MC_ VR2 Rate of variation of the TVR steam pressure (seconds). This is the smallest 

amount of time in which the variable can change from its minimum variation value 

to it's maximum variation. 

• MC_ W3 Used to store the nominal value of the water temperature from the 

Cogeneration plant (°C). 

• MC_ VP3 Percentage variation of the Cogen water supply temperature. This is a 

percentage of the nominal value. 

• MC_ VR3 Rate of variation of the Cogen water supply (seconds). This is the smallest 

amount of time in which the variable can change from its minimum variation value 

to it's maximum variation. 

• MC_ VV4 Used to store the nominal value of the product flow from the concentrate 

tank into the dryer (l itres/hour). 

• MC_ VP4 Percentage variation of the product flow to the dryer. This is a percentage 

of the nominal value. 

• MC_ VR4 Rate of variation of the product flow (seconds). This is the smallest 

amount of time in which the variable can change from its minimum variation value 

to it's maximum variation. 

• MC_ VVS Used to store the nominal value of the flow of milk from the silos into the 

feed tank (litres/hour). 

• MC_ VPS Percentage variation of the milk flow from the silos. This is a percentage 

of the nominal value. 

• MC_ VRS Rate of variation of the milk flow from the silos (seconds). This is the 

smallest amount of time in which the variable can change from its minimum 

variation va lue to it's maximum variation. 

• MC_ W6 Used to store the nominal value of the dry matter in the milk flow from 

the silos (percentage solids). 

• MC_ VP6 Percentage variation of the silo flow dry matter. This is a percentage of 

the nominal value. 
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• MC_ VR6 Rate of variation of the silo flow dry matter (seconds). This is the smallest 

amount of time in which the variable can change from its minimum variation value 

to it's maximum variation. 

One other block was added of type Al , called DUMMYF. This block was used simply as 

a non-functional dummy block for the fault tags relating to other databases. 

Modifications made to existing blocks 

All of these changes were global to the database. To ensure this the Query setting must 

be {Tag Name}="*" 

1. The lnit. Auto/Mani field of all of the blocks in the database were set to "MANL", as 

opposed to "AUTO". This enables EDA to write values into the database (automatic 

mode blocks will only accept input from the SAC task). 

2. All instances of "E" in the Scantime field were be altered to "1 ". If the Scantime of 

the block is "E" then the chain associated with the block will only trigger on an 

exception . The SAC can generate exceptions, however EDA cannot. Removing any 

occurrences of " E" allows a chain to trigger dependant on the value in the block. 

3. The 1/0 Driver field was changed to SIM for every block in the database. However, 

the Database Builder will not allow a search and replace to be performed on the 1/0 

Driver field of the database, nor will it allow a global replace. Therefore to make 

this change, the database was exported as text and the change made with a search 

and replace in the Windows Notepad. 

4. Because the SIM driver does not use the same 1/0 Address format as the PLC drivers, 

the 1/0 address of each block in the database must be renumbered. Rather than do 

this manually (there are after all over 2000 blocks in the database) a utility called 

"NumberSim.exe" can be found on the SimEvap installation CD in the Tools 

directory. When this file is run, it requests an input file and an output file. Given 

the name of the text file export by the Database Builder, NumberSim will renumber 

the 1/0 addresses of the blocks in the database. 
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5. The modified text filed can then be imported into the Database Builder and saved as 

the new PDB file. 

Control Screen Modifications 

The changes listed here relate only to the control screens concerning the Powder 3 

plant. These flies are: 

• BP3menu.odf 

• Smain.odf 

• meaeffl .odf 

• meacond.odf 

• meaOverV.odf 

• meafeed.odf 

• meatvr.odf 

• meaeff23.odf 

For information on how to make the modifications listed here, refer to the Draw Manual 

supplied with Fix32. 

Global changes 

These changes were made with a Multipicture Search and Replace in Draw with respect 

to all of the ODF files listed above. Note that the quotes used in the following list are 

only used to delineate the text here; they are not actually part of the search and replace 

text. The searches were: 

1. Find "POWDER:*", replace with "MODEL:*" 

2. Find "P4A:*", replace with "MODEL:*" 

3. Find "PSILO:*", replace with "MODEL:*" 

Unfortunately, the search and replace performed by Draw does not check text strings 

within Dynamos. This means that all of the pumps and valves on each of the control 
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screen must be manually altered. Each pump and valve has two strings in it in the form 

"POWDER:*" which must be altered to "MODEL:*". 

Changes made to individual screens 

BP3menu.odf 

This is the main selection bar, normally displayed along the top of the screen. 

• Colour of the text on all of the non-active buttons (ie. Powder 4, Powder 3 Dryer, 

Powder 5) turned to light grey. 

• OnUp action field in the button backgrounds needs to be deselected to disable the 

button action. 

• Addition of the "SimEvap Controls" button at the right hand end of the bar, in red 

text. The On Up action field of the background needs to be made active and linked 

to the "SimCtrl.ODF" file. 

Smain.odf 

This is the picture file for the pulldown menu shown when the user clicks on the "Main" 

button on the main selection bar. 

• Powder 4, Powder 5 Silos, Powder Transport, Other factories and Talk are all greyed 

out. This should be done with the same grey used for BP3menu.odf 

• OnUp action field in the background of each selection should be deselected to 

disable the functionality. 

Meaeff1 .odf 

This is the display screen relating to the MVR section. 

• The level sensors for the liquid level in the shell and the condensate water sensor 

removed (P3LS1310, P3LS1311, P3LS1410, P3LS1411, P3LS1348). 
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• P3TE1381 F and P3TE1382F are replaced with DUMMYF. These tags are found in 

the Dynamos for P3TI1381 and P3TI1382. 

Meacond.odf 

This is the display screen relating to the condenser in the MVR. 

• Removed the CTW pump indicator. 

• P3PT1782F and P3CT1791 F are replaced with DUMMYF. These tags are found in 

the Dynamos for P3PT1 782 and P3CT1791 . 

MeaOverV.odf 

This is the Overview display screen. 

• Removed the CTW indicator. 

• The level sensors for the liquid level in the shell removed (P3LS1310, P3LS1311 , 

P3LS1410, P3LS1411). 

• Removed the "High" warning from the turbidity meter. 

• Disabled the "Visible" logic for the "OK" on the turbidity meter. 

• Changed the turbidity meter tag to DUMMYF. 

• Altered the silo display Dynamos for both temperature and volume to DUMMYF. 

Meafeed.odf 

This is the display screen relating to the feed tank. 

• Removed the "High" warning from the turbidity meter. 

• Disabled the "Visible" logic for the "OK" on the turbidity meter. 

• P3FT1184AF and P3CT1790F are replaced with DUMMYF. These tags are found in 

the Dynamos for P3FT1184 and P3CT1 790. 

• Changed the P3FT1787 and P3CT1183 Dynamos to operate from DUMMYF. 

Meatvr.odf 

This is the display screen relating to the preheating section. 
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• Removed the CTW indicator. 

• P3TI1283F replaced with DUMMYF in Dynamo P3TI1283. 

• P3TI1293F replaced with DUMMYF in Dynamo P3TI1 293. 

• P3TI1295F replaced with DUMMYF in Dynamo P3TI1295. 

• P3TI1284F replaced with DUMMYF in Dynamo P3TI1284. 

• P3TI1294F replaced with DUMMYF in Dynamo P3TI1294. 

• P3TI1296F replaced with DUMMYF in Dynamo P3TI1 296. 

Meaeff23.odf 

This is the display screen concerned with the TVR. 

• P3TI1582F replaced with DUMMYF in Dynamo P3TI1582. 

• P3TI1 682F replaced with DUMMYF in Dynamo P3TI1 682. 

• P3FT11787F replaced with DUMMYF in Dynamo P3FT1787. 
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